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LMSC-HREC TR D496763-Il 
FOREWORD 
This user's manual is a supplement to "Solid Rocket Booster Thermal 
Radiation Model - Volume'I- Final Report," LMSC-HREC TR D496763-I. 
This manual was prepared by personnel of the Thermal & Fluid Physics 
Group, Engineering Sciences Section, of the Lockheed-Huntsville Research 
& Engineering Center under Contract NAS8-31310. The contract period of 
performance was from 20 January 1975 through 20 March 1976. The work 
was administered under the technical direction of Mr. William C. Claunch 
of the Structures and Propulsion Laboratory, NASA-Marshall Space Flight 
Center. 
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1. STRUCTURE OF THE PROGRAM 
The SRB plume thermal radiation program is stored on a magnetic tape 
which was created by a Univac 1108 7-track tape drive. There are two entry 
points corresponding to the two main programs on the tape. Thetmain pro­
gram, MAINS, deals with a single plume, which was used during the phases 
of development and checkout and for making the data tapes. The second main 
program, MAIN, computes the heating rate due to dual plume configuration and 
view factor calculation. Many subroutines on the tape are common to both 
MAINS and MAIN programs. In its logical structure, the MAINS program is 
the same as the MAIN program, minus the ICALC = 2 option, which calculates 
the view factors. The logical structure of MAIN program is shown in Chart 1. 
The entire code consists of Z main programs, Z4 subroutines, 1 PROC 
and 3 elements. The relations between the main programs and the subroutines 
are summarized in Table 1. The PROC defines dimension statements which 
are used in the COMMON blocks. They are inserted in the program by using* 
an INCLUDE statement. The elements are used to list the entire program, to 
compile the program elements when the array sizes are changed and to punch 
the program deck. More about these elements is discussed in Section 4. 
where the run characteristics are concerned. 
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Entry to 
MAIN 
ICALC I Read ICALC ICALC = 2 
tion, target geometry 
Read plume properties Read emitting usrfaceI 
Generate rays fromIPLTME the emitting surfaceSlor 3 2-- 44 
Generate photon Use QUICKP to Read the photon Record the hits on
 
path and follow generate plume path directly from target surface
it to target properties a data tape I 
k4 < NRAY 
Yes Total Number 
7n of Hits 
.ees 
Check for inter- Record the phot Check for inter- Yes Compute each reciprocily 
es cepton of the path on output ception of the
other plume tape other plume 
orhlN INo::°:ag~ 
Check for target Tabulate the results 
I1T~b to~o~t Tabulate Rosults] 
Chart I - The Logical Structure of the MAIN Program 
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RELATIONS BETWEEN MAIN PROGRAMS AND SUBROUTINES
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PINGEB x x x
 




















"x" indicates the requirement of the subroutine. 
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2. INPUT GUIDE 
The input cards for the program can be organized into five groups. 
Each group of input cards is read by a program element, i.e., either the main 
program or a subroutine, except as noted. Table 2 summarizes the input 
card groups. 
Table 2 
INPUT CARD GROUPS 
Input Card Single Plume Dual Plume 
Group Incurred by Heating Rate Heating Rate View Factor 
1 MAIN x x 
2 TARGET x x x 
3 INPUT x x 
4 FRTAPE x x 
5 VFEMIT x 
The first card reading NRAY and NSTART is requested in the MAIN program. 
"x" indicates the requirement of the data card group. 
As is apparent in Table 2, not all the five groups of input cards are 
required in a data card ensemble. The single plume heating rate calcu­
lation, for example, requires the input cards only from groups 2, 3 and 4. 
Preparation of input cards for each group will be discussed in detail in the 
following paragraphs. 
4 
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2.1 INPUT CARD GROUP 1 
This group is required in the MAIN program and consists of two cards: 
Card 1: (18) ICALC
 
Card 2: (1OF8.0) ((PP(I, J), J= 1,3), SIG(I), PSI(I), I = 1,2)
 
ICALC indicates if this run is for view factor calculation in which case 
ICALC = Z or for heating rate calculation in which case ICALC can be any 
value other than 2. It is suggested that ICALC = 1 be used to indicate heating 
rate calculation. When the view factor calculation is intended (where ICALC = Z), 
the card Z is omitted. The input format is indicated in parentheses. 
The card 2 reads the basic coordinate systems of the dual plumes. 
(PP(l, 1), PP(l, 2), PP(1, 3)) are the (Xl, X2, X3) coordinates of the center of 
the exit plane of the first plume with respect to the central coordinate system. 
SIG(l) and PSI(l) is the a and 'P angles of the axis of the plume. (PP(Z, 1), 
PP(Z, 2), PP(Z, 3)), SIG(2), PSI(Z) are the corresponding values for the second 
plume. The coordinate system is shown in Fig. 1. The central coordinate 
system is centered at the mid point between the two ungimbaled plume exit 
planes. The coordinate systems (XI',X2',X3') and (Xl", X2", X3") are the 
local coordinates aligned with the first and second plume, respectively. All 
distances are non-dimensionalized with respect to nozzle radius at the exit 
plane. 
2.2 INPUT CARD GROUP 2 
This group, which is read by calling TARGET subroutine in all calcu­
lation cases, describes the target geometry. There is really no limit as to 
how many target surfaces can be considered in the calculation. However, 
in the present setup of the program array dimensions, the number of target 
surfaces is not to exceed 10. Each target surface is described by a set of 
two cards, described as follows: 
REPRODUCIBILITY OF THE 
ORIGI AL PAGE -1-POOR 
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Fig 2-1 - Coordinate Systems of Gimbaled Dual Plumes 
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Card 1: 	 (514, 4X, 7F8.0) IPTION, INNI, NNZ, NRINGl, NRINGZ, 
RADISK, RCP I, RCPZ, RADISU 
Card 2: 	 (9F8.0) X10,XZ0, X30,X40,X50, X60,1X70,1X80,1X90 
This group of cards is ended by, adding a blank card following the second card 
of the last set. All lengths are in non-dimensional units. 
IPTION, 	 target surface code 
IPTION 	 = 1, Cylinder; 2, Frustum; 3, Para­
boloid; 4, Ellipsoid, 5, Parallelogram; 6, Annular 
Disk 
NNI 	 number of view points along arc length, or along 
P1-PZ line in parallelogram case 
NNZ 	 number of view points along axial direction, or 
along P2-P3 line in parallelogram case, or along 
the radial direction in disk case 
NRING I 	 number of view point areas along radial direction 
on the constraint disk passing through the point Pl. 
This is applicable to cylinder and frustum only. 
NRING2 	 Same as above except for the constraint plane 
passing through the point P2. This is applicable 
to cylinder, frusturn and paraboloid only. 
RADISK 	 radius of the constraint disk passing the point P2 
for the cases of cylinder, frustum and paraboloid; 
the outer radius in the case of annular disk; not 
applicable in the cases of ellipsoid or parallelogram 
RCPI 	 radius of the inner radius on the constraint disk 
passing through point Pl. This is applicable to 
cylinder and frustum. In the case of annular disk, 
RCPI is the inner radius of the disk. 
RCPZ 	 radius of the inner radius on the constraint disk 
passing through point P2. This is applicable to 
cylinder, frustum and paraboloid. 
RADISU: 	 radius of the constraint disk passing through P1 
for the case of frustum only 
X110,XZ0,X30 	 the (X1,XZ, X3) coordinates of point P1 
X40, X50, X60 	 the coordinates of PZ 
X70,X80,X90 	 the coordinates of P3, except the annular disk case 
where (X70, X80, X90) are the outward normal vector 
component s 
The designations 	of P1, P2 and P3 are summarized in Table 3. 
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DESIGNATIONS OF POINTS P!, P 2 AND P3 
PlI P z P 3 
IPTION Shape (X 10, X20, X30) (X40, X50, X60) (N(70, X80, X90) 
1 
Cylinder Center of Center of An Arbitrary 







4 Center of The Pole At the Zero
 
Ellipsoid the Body Meridian
 
5 The points Pl' P2' P3 are the three consecutive 
Parallelogram corners of the plane, clockwise on the plane, 
looking in the direction of the negative normal. 
6 Center of On the rim P3 repre-
Annular Disk the Disk of the disk. sents the unit 
P I-P forms normal vector 
the line from of the disk 
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2.3 INPUT 	CARD GROUP 3 
This group is read by INPUT subroutine. The first card of this group 
carries some control parameters. 
Card 1: (718, F8.0) IX, JX, IRGN, JRGN, NSTART, ISO, IPLUME, REX 
IX, JX 	 printout control parameters. The results of 
heating rate computations will be printed (IX) 
times at (JX) sample increments, i.e., IX = 3, 
LX = 2000, the results will be printed out 3 
times when 2000, 4000 and 6000 samples are 
generated, respectively. 
IRGN, JRGN 	 number of regions the plume body is divided in 
longitudinal and radial directions, respectively 
NSTART 	 a starting random number, any six-digit integer 
ISO 	 use -0. to indicate if isotropic scattering is de­
sired; use I 	to indicate anisotropic scattering. 
In latter case, cards 7 and 8 of this group are 
required. 
IPLUME 	 run options 
= 1 	 to compute the heating rate on target surfaces. 
card 6 in this group is omitted in this case. 
= 2 	 to compute the heating rate on target surface. 
The plume is defined by QUICKP subroutine. 
cards 2, 3, 4 and 5 are omitted in this case. 
= 3 	 interception of target surface is not tested (there­
fore the Input Card Group Z needs only a blank card); 
trajectories of the photons are recorded in a data 
tape (when this option is used, a cataloged tape 
must be assigned 	to Unit 10). The output tape can 
then be used with 	IPLUME = 4 option. 
= 4 	 the trajectories of the photons are read from an 
input data tape which must be assigned to Unit 10 
at the start of the run. In this case, cards 2 through 
8 are omitted. 
REX 	 the radius of the exit plane in physical units (cm). 
For the standard SRB REX = 185 cm (6.07 ft). 
9 
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Card Z: (FI0.0) GAMMA 
Card 2 is repeated (TRGN) times. Each GAMMA 
is the half cone angle of the concentric conic 
division within the plume. 
Card 3: (FI0.0) HZ(I) 
Card 4: (6FI0.0) (PROP(K,I, J), K = 1,6) 
Card 5: (6F10.0) (PROP(K, I, J), K = "7,10) 
HZ(I) is the longitudinal division of the plume body. 
PROP(K, I, J) is the Kth property of the plume in theIth longitudinal division and jth radial division. The 
index K defines the plume property as shown in 
Table 4. 
Table 4 
DEFINITION OF PROP(K, I, J) ARRAY 
K Plume Property
 
I Al 2 0 3 Particle Number Density, N (parts/ft3
 
2 AliO 3 Particle Temperature, Tp (R)
 
3 Al 2 0 3 Particle Radius, rp (ft)
 




5 Gas Temperature, T (R)
 
6 Gas Pressure, P (lb/ft?) g
 
7 Mole Fraction for CO
 
8 Mole Fraction for CO 2
 
9 Mole Fraction for H 20
 
10 Mole Fraction for HCl
 
10 
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Cards 3, 4 	and 5 are in a loop and are repeated 
(IRGN+ 1) times; cards 4 and 5 are in an inner 
loop, repeating (JRGN + 1) times. 
Cards 2 to 5 are put together as a package as the 
result of a plume flow field computation. 
Card 6: (4F10.0) PC, PAMB, TC,XK 
This card is used only when IPLUME = 2 
pressure in the combustion chamber (lb/ft2 PC 
PAMB ambient pressure (lb/ft ) 
TC 	 combustion chamber temperature (R) 
XK 	 polytropic exponent 
Card 7: (SFI0.0) SA, SB, SC, SD, SE 
Card 8: (SFI0.0) SF, SG, SH, SI, SJ 
Cards 7 and 8 are required only when anisotropic 
scattering option (ISO = 1) is used. The quantities 
SA, SB, . . . etc., define linear segments of the 
scattering distribution curve. 
As an example, a set of the values of SA, SB, etc., 
are given 	below. 
SA SB SCI SD ISE I SFISG1 SHISI IST 
4.01 15.0 80.0 160.0 175.0 0.2 4.0 115.0 4.2 160.0 
Z.4 INPUT CARD GROUP 4 
This group consists of only one data card and is read in FRTAPE 
subroutine only when IPLUM =4 option is used. 
Card 1: (318,4F8.0) KEY, ITG, NTRAJ, DELPHI, TX, TY, TZ 
KEY control parameter 
= I compute the heating rate for the entire 
geometry ensemble 
11 	 REPRODUCIBILITY OF THE 
ORIGINAL PAGE IS POOR 
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= 2 	 for a single target surrounding the plumes, 
in this case DELPHI = Zr 
= 3 single small target within DELPHI 
= 4 single small target, using cosine projection to 
compute the heating rate 
= 0 terminate the run 
= -1 to tabulate the distribution of the sample trajectories 
on the data tape in increments of 4, r9, e and XI 
ITG 	 the identity of the target surface of which the heating 
rate is to be computed. This parameter is used in 
KEY = 3 and 4 cases. 
NTRAJ 	 number of the trajectories to be read from the data 
tape 
DELPHI 	 the angle subtended by the target surface as viewed 
from the origin point of the coordinate system. This 
parameter is used in KEY =3 and 4 cases. 
TX, TY, TZ 	 the center location of the target surface or the inter­
section point of the centerline of the DELPHI cone 
and the target surface. These points are used in 
KEY =3 and 4 cases. 
2.5 INPUT CARD GROUP 5 
This group 	consists of 3 cards. 
Card 1: (218) NRAY,NSTART 
NRAY 	 number of sample sizes used to calculate the view 
factor 
NSTART 	 a starting random number, any six-digit integer 
Card Z: (18) IEMIT 
IEMIT the identifying code of the emitting surface 
= I half cylinder 
= Z half frustum 





= 6 annular disk
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= 7 full cylinder
 




Card 3: (10F8.0) 
This card reads 10 non-dimensional quantities to define the emitting 
surface. They are summarized in Table 5. 
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OF 	THE EMITTING SURFACES 
P3 	or DCP 	 P 2 
Center of Center of 	 Normal at 
the 	top the bottom mid arc 
Center of Center of 	 Mid arc point 
the top the bottom 	 of the bottom 
Center of Normal at the 
the 	sphere center of the 
surface
 
PI'	PaP3 are three consecutive corners of
 
plae in counterclockwise direction around
 
the 	normal. 
Center of A point on the 	 Normal of 
the 	disk outer periphery the disk 
Center of Center of the Normal at an
 
the top bottom arbitrary point
 
on the surface 
Center of Center of the 	 A point on the 





the sphere H 
O-0	 ­
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3. EXAMPLES OF INPUT CARDS AND OUTPUT PRINTOUT 
Three complete run decks listed on pages 16 through 21 show the input 
cards. 
The first deck is an IPLUME = 1 case for the dual plume heating rate 
computation. The complete deck that defines a sea level plume with after­
burning is included in the listing. This deck is generated from the Lockheed 
plume flowfield program. The listing, actually shows the particle number 
density, N, (PROP(l, I, J)) in units of P/ft 3 x 10- 9. In the IPLUME = 1, 2 and 
3 cases, the INPUT subroutine, where the Input Card Group 3 is read, is 
called again to input the next case provided there are no changes in the target 
geometries. A blank card following last input card will terminate the run. 
The second deck is an IPLUME =4 case for the single plume heating 
rate computation where an input data tape assigned to unit 10 is used. The 
last data card can be repeated as many times as the case may be. A blank 
card following the last data card terminates-the run. 
The third deck is an example of calculating the view factors. The data 
cards read as Input Card Group 5 can be repeated as many times as desired 
to compute the view factors on a set of target surfaces from different emitting 
surfaces. A blank card following the last data card terminates the run. 
15 
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3268 .103 .03 4000. 2029.
2171
. .1I .04 .08 
*'-tI 'Q. 1196 ,09bd 387j. 141u. 
I bUn .,eW) .025 .1b47 
: 1 14016, .196 .1034 jbbI. 1411. 
*IbO 24U8 .0466 .I540 
. 9 1 ad0b? e 16l - .155t 3804. 1_39b. 
.160b .2487 .0269 .1544 
.31 406b. .195 .12 3697o 1268. 
.1602 .2482 .0277 .1536 
.­3y 4060. .196 .144 4127. 0229* 
.1554 .2157 .0251 .1469 
.•268 3371. .103 .03 4000- 2029. 
.18 .1 .05 .08 
2.13 
.,=b7 4078. .196 .0968 38J4. 1272. 
.1604 .2487 .0267 .1548 
.• 7 4076. 196 .10-34 3775. 1195. 
.1602 .2485 ,0Z72 .1546 
.L97 4062, .195 .113 3685. 1080. 
.16 .248 *0279 .154 
._31 4085. .195 .12 3700. 1130. 
.1601 .248 .0275 .1541 
.37 4082, .196 .14 39090 1626. 
.1607 .249 .0262 .1547 
.? 3370. .06 .01 4179. 2029a 
.1746 .007 .0989 .0562 
2*49 
.e3 4070. .196 .098 3718. 1034. 
.16 .2482 O0275 .1546 
.25 407t). .196 .105 3686, 1011. 
.16 .248 .0278 *1543 
.275 4080. .196 *12 3685. 1041. 
.1599 .248 .0278 .1542 
.33 408C. .195 -14 3822. 1348. 
.1604 .246-1 .0268 -1546 
.­32 4080. .194 .135 4000. 1800. 
.18 - .2 .04 .13 
.09 4000. .1 -07 4200. 2029. 
.18 .01 oI .06 
40O0bO. .196 .097 3611. 849.
 
.Ib94 -?4/4 .0286 .1537
 
4080. .196 .1 3636. 909. 
.1b96 .2476 .028 .1541 
.2 6 4080. .196 .11 3770. 1170o 
.1601 .2484 .0273 1546 
.315 4080. .195 .13 3930- 1600. 
.1607 .2492 .026 .1549 
.-J05 4080. .194 .125 4323o 2029, 
. lj0 .1221 .0554 .1057 
.0b 3500, ,1 .03 4000. 2029. 
.2 .01 .09 .06 
3.22
 
3900. .190 .075 3581. 785. 
I tD'i -e4f(0289 .1534
 
* C391n. .195 .1 3700. 976.
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.16:*4b .0277 .154E5 
4000. .195 11 3870. 1471. 
Zouo ,e4V .0262 .1549 
4-fUd0u. .Ivb .115 4000. 1824. 
*I0U *-c4 .0ft5 * 1551 
.3 J"/U. ,i .13b 4340. 2029. 
11 .05ut68 . 104-1 
.1 j.uu. .1 
-02 4000- 2029. 
.169 .015b .101b .0632 
-44 3650. .19 .07 3775. 1044. 
.1oUl .24b4 .0271 o1549 
JvUu, .195 .09 3920. 1400. 
.1b0b *def .026 .155 
st 4000. .1vb .1 4003. 1730. 
.IOUU 
-e494 .0a56 .1551 
.J095 40t0. .195 -11 4055. 1940. 
.161 -.2 .0252 .1552 
se/ -38b0 .19 .12 4357. 2029. 
.eIb1 .114 .06 .1024 
.0b 3500. .1 .005 Z858. 2029. 
.•090b .0001 .05 -03 
4-27 
.2l1 3900. .185 .072 4304. 2371. 
.1607 .2501 0238 .1549 
.L5 3940. .185" .09 4130. 1975. 
.1611 .25 o0246 .1555 
.2/ 4000. ,186 .1 4080. 1990. 
.161 .?498 .025 .1552 
.95 390, .186 oi 4150o 2050. 
.1b .2 .032 .135 
.001 4000, .15 .0001 4370. 2029. 
.21 .05 .08 .075 
.00001 4000, .05 .000001 3156. 2029. 
.1055 o00002 .063 .0367 
4.89 
.46 4 19. .179 .15 4444. 3544. 
.16 .2501 .0235 .1539 
.445 4177. .181 .147 4385. 3300. 
.1607 .2502 .0236 .1543 
.J9 4175, .185 .133 4209. 2469, 
.161j .2503 .0242 .1553 
sub 4000. .18 .1 4190. 2029. 
.1997 .lbJ4 .044 .12 
.000001 3000. .01 .000001 4000, 2029. 
.15 .005 .085 .05 
.000001 3000. .01 .000001 3000. 2029. 
.08 .000cI .04 6025 
6-49 
.4961 4264, .185 .17 4260o 2973. 
.1612 .2502 90242 .1545 
.4 4200. .166 .16d 4197. 2931. 
.161b 
-2503 .0244 o1548 
.365a 41b. lb66 .133 4183. 2692. 
.1010 
-2503 *0243 .155J 
.404 oJvU. .191 .085 443b5 2029. 
.410t5 .666 U0(9 .0923 
.Uuuuui 40U. .01 .000001 3681. 2029. 
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.IJ4/ .UU06 i08 .0444 
.000001 3000. .01 .000001 2503. 2029. 
.0352 .00001 .0069 .0004 
8.23 
.Jt 41 11. ,191 .13b 4011. 1886. 
.1612 .2497 .05bb 1b4Y 
.3j5 4171. .191 .1e6 3979. IWY9. 
.161 .2497 .0257 .1548 
4129, .189 .113 4010. 1895. 
.1609 .2496 .0255 .155 
J00. .1895 .08b 4400. 2029, 
e .ID1 o07 .09 
.000001 3000. .01 .000001 3900. 2029. 
.15 .005 .083 .05 
.000001 3000. .01 .000001 2700. 2029. 
.07 o00001 .04 .025 
41/i1 ,1y .133 3945. 1493. 
.1601 ,2492 .0a6 .1549 
.J3j 4110. .19 .125 5945. 1564. 
.160U .2492 .026 415b 
.­ 1 4130. .19 .15b 4100. 2000. 
o.Uzt .1481 .0453 .116b 
• fe4000. .18 6085 4466. 2029. 
.z I .j0(d3 o079 .086 
.000001 3000. .01 .000001 3800. 2029. 
.12 .001 .063 .04 
.000001 3000. .01 .000001 2182. 2029. 
UuV UUO01 90353 .021 
,bdJ 4lda, .18809 4167. 20 9. 
Ibbb e0UJ8 .02/9 .141 
oo ,o.0O.8 .092 4167. 20L9. 
.1be .18 .035 *13 
4000. .19 .072 4320. 2029o 
.123J8 .0547 .1064 
.000001 4000. .01 .000001 4200. 2029a 
old .Uz o085 .06 
.0U00001 JbOOo .01 .000001 3500. 20L9. 
*,0"U O01 .065 .044 
.UUUUU1 4UUU, .0l .000001 2000. 2029. 
.06 .u000 .03 .02 
,I- I N 
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'RUN RADIAT.IHNTSv451053,LEE-ALBIN20,5, 100 
'ASGT TAPEIT,14445 














2 4 4 1 4 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.5 
l.5 	 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0o0 1.0 0.0
 
1 4 4 1 1 0.5 0.0 0.0 0.5
 
2.5 	 0.0 0.0 -1.5 0.0 0O0 -i15 0.5 0.0
 
2 8 10 4 4 3.0 0.5 2.5 2.25
 
2.b 	 n.0 0.0 -0.5 0.0 0.0 -0.5 3.0 0.0
 
6 8 4 0 0 2.625 2.125
 
1.5 0.0 0.0 -I.5 2.62b 0.0 10 0.0 0.0
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Input Example 3 
*RUN RADIATi IHNTSV45iO53JLEE-ALBIN202.9,150
 


















d 3 2 2 1.01 0.0 0.0 2.303
 
o0 -Jo431b-0.0 12.3 -3.4315 0.0 0.0 -2.4315 0o0
 
8. 3 2 2 1.01 0.0 0.0 2.303
 
.0 3.4315 0.0 12.3 3.4315 0.0 0.0 4.4315 0.0
 
t 2 20 1 1 10.0 2.0
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Theoutput of the program consists of four main parts, which corre­
spond to output examples I to 4, respectively. 
The first part of the output is the description of the input targer geom­
etry. Part of the printout is shown as the output example I (page 23). The 
first two lines print out the input read by the TARGET subroutine. The trans­
formation matrix and the coefficients of the quadric equation follow. Then 
the view point vectors from the origin of the central coordinate system to the 
center of the area segments on the target surface are printed out. The num­
bers in numerical order on the left column are the index numbers for the 
subareas, which are used throughout the output. 
z2
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Output Example 1 
INPUT DATA FUR TARGET NO, I 
2 4 3 2 2 2.OOo 1.0000 .0000 1.0000
 
.OOU *0000OO (3 
-0000 2.0000 .O013








198419-0 8 .000000 -*I00000+01
 















E7 - -	 OB~p
C8 *oOOOO
 
C9 - *000 
CONST = .000000 
RADIUS OF CONTRAINT -- 8------TSO-e+-----
COEFFICIENTS FOR CONSTRAINT PLANES
 




C12 = 000000 
C13 - *19 8 4 19 -n8 . ....... .. ... . ... . .... 
CEND = .000000 
CSASE- -	 lODO9piu 
REFERENCE 	POINTS ON CONSTRAINT DISK T{ -1.00000 2100000 .00O0
 
COMPO ENTS FOR 	VIE-01 RI -T VECT"S--.
 
=




-2= VPr -: -33 v,2- -i17a_,.. i VP3 -I17C51I.... 
3. VPI= -* 8 33333+UU Vp2= -. 117851+01 VP3= ".1178bl+Ol
 
5, VPI= -. 500000+0 Vp2= .707107+00 VP3= .7o71o7+UO
 
6. 	 VPIz -- 5000oo+0O -V-p2* "r"'07 p- -V-ff3- 4--r7kOW7OO 




.. V. S..	 pt 'eR= V = 70717 7 W, G ­
=
9. Vru -.166667+00 Vp2= .235702+00 VP3= *435702+0U 




II, VP1 -. 166667+00 VP2= -. 235702+00 VP3= -*235702+00
 
12. VPI= -w1-666- 7+GO VP2 -- 2-3-70-2+00 V-P 3-= -*2367o2+0o
 
nN CnNsTRAiNT nligK Nfl.. 
RMLAN AREA 
1 0.000013+01 .lono - *-- ­
' *aOO00+Oi 000000 REPRODUCIBITY OF THE 
- - -ORIGINAL PAGE ro POOR9 
ON CONSTRAINT DISK NO.2 
--
RMA&k ARE 
I .500000+o0 .78S398+f 
.2 	 t1--osv+ 
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The second part of the output printout (pages 25 and 26) is the prop­
erties of the plume. GAMMA is the half-cone angle of the radial division 
in the plume. The number on the left column is the index number for the 
axial regions of the plume. The plume properties are printed two times in 
IPLUME = 1 and 2 cases. The first time each individual property is grouped 
by axial and radial region. In the second printout all properties for a given 
region are listed. The first printout is done in INPUT subroutine, the second 
is done in OUTPUT subroutine. In IPLUME = 3 case, only the first printout 
is given, while in IPLUME = 4 case, both printouts are given in the first output 
and only the second printout is given at the subsequent output. 
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Output Example-
-
-AVIRAGE NU'Mtti, --ULWS I--Y--OF- PLUME-=-------. I 1239 09 PARTS/FT3---'OR--......-- 6 q9 
TOTAL PLUOE 4ULIE = all312+3 REX3 NOZZLE EXIT RADIUS =18 
TO TAL RAL) I ANT ilEAT RATE = .43V6+ 1 WATTS 
....--- OJF-PUT -rOr-ttfpPEXT --- I­
" 4 5... - 9 93b3j+Jq-- *,66+ .. 734%5 "-.12q18+ S- *HS19+o..........
 
2' *93631 4 A .1:o65 5 o13733 S 912418+5 *11523+05
 
"3- - 9382S+3q"-oi:6.65 I----
-- lS23?5----------I733S-412S 

4 .93611+0q .1-3C65+25 .12 7 3 3*Z5 *1222y-t3 *1735 05 





8 .b-J629+-i .93178 .1q .1053>i;s *ijq81+ S .6185q 0q
 
-9 .--'dldql q-sy2Z;17+-- o1-a2ZI+5-",75663 o4 "27 23T
 
10 *12180+j5 .11968+5 a86677;d .29c q4 .85841+01
 
•- -3,T W--2f9Z+w-fi-o-q3 z -
7',I-6I-78- S9 - 43--U
 
12 .jq/93+J5 .13372+S .102Z84-5 *39722 c4 ,3531q.
0 0
 
"13- .a 1"22365-r5-y1S12+S---.9719+ q- ",'3835S1 1+ - 3S3 1q­




-.2248Si.Zq---J228j. 2 q----- i Z-8 8+T2 6ZZ48+3 .22663+,i .22687*-2q .2Z68+ 0 -q ,2c888+Oq 
-
K 3+ 4--" .8-; ­-3.... 22'8+-4 26 22687+zq---- Z2682q- ' 8 FT88-.2

I 25q8)3 , 22663+lq *22681/t- .2Z6 8 3+-z .2891+0-3 
6 ,22618+lq "22661*;l *22 6 67+7-4 ,21824+o2 2 6 6 7+0 4 0q

..... --------------q6' -"2z?'-- ' 3D-"-;2£88e. q ­
a oZ1742+3q *22307+Ai 922342+;4 .2283 +aq .2D513+iO
 
10 .22596+3q *2Z667+z-i .22327+y 022995 nq 919978+ 0q
 
12 *23309Y+4 .23147"'q .22225+,4 .2c67M+ q oI8'4c+aq
 
"13-.23j7 3q .23;99 yi'---2231t q---d 1 9732 s4- -o166674Gq.... 
 .
%1 *22923+Th .226d6+Gq o223887, 4 .zaqS&~o4 ,16641 04
 
REPRODUCIBILITY OF THE 
-T- 0 IitRtO RE2!----3 ­t T-i 

2 *597q1+ji oS9571I+ o59q36+1 qjqqZ +QI
 
..-.. ?ql -- 5657 ,+ --- ,56?a 6i- I- -- 59595 - ..
3.. ..... 

*S97q+4'1 45669:+,l .57)1t+I *59575+0Q .412q+i0 
6 '5171J+3 *597 11i"- .59578 :1 *59277 GJ 9q171.31
-7 ------ b9 33 -3j *5 87 L- -,S95a81. I" .59331 +1 ",387+0 ........ ...­
a *-,3?28 Ji .59q36 Z1 .59516±1 .58715+ 1 .q3589+0 
-9- --- 576j3701 .57973+'1- ,5M79~1-5584q2+-I *36583+01 ....
 
10 .E5b666+aI - 5 6197+fl, 56I264.t1 .39272+02 o16230 01
 
12 *&/4932+3I .5o-- 5761%-rcA, .2939'Iq .c80O 
25
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_____.LMSG-HRECj' -- 11-t-PLUE -jiEG!I Ufl------
TP - I DEGRELS KELVIN I 
N - ( PAR[S/CN3 I 
TAUP - ( - - ------ . . .. .. . . . . ... . . .. ... . . . . 
TAUG - C - ) 
TAU -- --- . . . - --- -.. .....-. .. ....... . . . . .
 
HP - M ICRONS I
 
F- ­
"1Z - - L XIT RA D---" 
--- TF - L;' T YF.5 ' 
I T(, = :.zad)Z 'f ,2140D+o9 o21263+Cq o21662+3q .19655+uq
 




I TAUP *46529+Ci .q+777+3i *53q63+nj *6j66Z,+-I1 o401qtlt+l
 
= 
I TAU -55267+ i o59274+cI *6t154+j #72079+n1 *s2Z24S+:; 
=
I A/E 19,29J+gfI *I931 U3 *198734+f *19I88+-? -22948+Z0 
=

-IRADPK %53192- 3-;T3'46.S-32 -. A l-8."--q3T8S2 Z -5721Z -
I H-L = -4 C, 1+LZ 
2 TP = *22646+'q *226b3+aq .22687+39 02268j+Oq a23888+QA 
2 N = .9 3 83 1+4Q .IZ'6+25 *,733+ES *I2918+Z5 *11523+,5 
= 
-- 2TAUP ~ - i1z64 0-37a-9 +';;zt-'­
2 TAUG .85757+;0 ,91S96+CQ .j;iq+ l .1:226+-I 09q589+00 
2 RP o597j+ j .59571+01 *59q36+c-j 059595+1 .qq940+31

--2 A/E=----4Ib?+--I8d'+D--"-'919B oc-" -17833+r-; R ..
 
=
2RAbFK .93913-a3 1"i333-U2 .26759-C2 *33558- l2 o38755-02
 
Hz-.=--8,Z ----------- .....__- -­----- 68+ 3+ ---- 8.-.-----263 
3 rG = .21297 q 921193+04 *2:99r+zq .21933+v9 *2253+f, 
- N - --n-9ib25-'--:---I 2 ib5+5"-' 733+:;5 #12q18+:S---#*-I 23­
= 3 TAUP 4628 9 +;fl *537?'B121 ,561)I+:I .,66 .+2I *q1399+ ;I
 
= 
--3 TAU( - "d3130+Z3 -- 8628t+3D--,*C:?8+:"- 6732'I-i72935+CC-­
3 TAU= *$M63z .:I .62M'2+0o *c55I1+1 *67392+;1 "o9692+t1l 
-3-----RP--------.-b-97t----+L $1v+c-5SS~I~f~zI-rrr I?5t -j 
=3 A/C l18S9K L 17liC,3+ *i6951+C 13S7q+5 o15686+ZJ
 
- 3AF -FK 86 a 280.-19-&zqq-- 2
3 -'a1557570-02--2571s87-Z2"- 9 . 
3 HZ = .IZ:o+ 
' TP *226-id+:,'t a22663+21 -22687+4C .22683+-'q o2,089I 29 
"- -7 27 -973+t----- p;667.q-- o21S3V+' 
-- ZZS 2-­
q N 9-.9I9 +:'4 0 12bS-b *k 73 3+Z5 -12229+tv5 1j3705+05 
Z6
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In the case of heating rate calculation with IPLUME = 1, the number 
of events of emission, re-emission and scattering of each region are tabu­
lated. If the anisotropic scattering option is used, the coefficients of the 
scattering distribution are printed on top of the table, otherwise, the words 
"isotropic scattering" are printed. A part of this output is shown in output 
example 3 (page Z8). 
Z7
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Output Example 3 REPRODUcB ±y oil THE 
ORIGINAL PAGE 18 POOR 
ANIUIROPIC SCATTERING
 
An 9.00-U b= 150.U C= Au.-O0 0=160.OO0 E=1! C7--

F= .200td G3= 9.00O H= 15*00 I= 4.200 J=160.O00
 
DISIRIBUTION OF SCATTERIN(3S AND EMISSIONS THROU:HnUT PLUME
 
.. ...GAMi~MA = Z rrri' 0 3 60 --- " bO
 
.......--.. .NE1 77 III 93
 
1 REEMITS 23 so 110 125 121
 
I [SAT = 76 218 413 567 375
 
2 .-- NMI-C : 19 q2 63 100 119
 
2 REEMITS 29 106 1S 11 157
 
2'SCAf ITS 3723 7726 6
 
3 NLMIT 8 41 82 79 Ito 
3 rNEtI TS 39 121 162 139 140
173 .... .. ... .:
3 - ISCAT-- .... .. . . . . ... - - - ...bs-. .. .....-831 ..73"7 .. .. .. ­
3'
IT- 6IZb V Eo9 I92 '400 
4 NEEAITS 8s 316 49 34q 486
 
i -=A 433 1556 2352 2q'49 - 2045 
5.. -NEM[ =2 t 68 104 246 
S RLEMITS 5 135 2A07 238 318
 
S-ISCAT 217 62 1252 1366 119j
 
6 NLMIT I9 46 99 16S 305
 
6 NIEMITS = 56 196 393 373 - 487
 
6 ISCAT = 277 8ZO8 1557 1691 1721
 
7 NtM T bI 202 173 269
 
7 NtEMITS = -8 Ib5 328 354 q52
 
7 [SCAT = 273 828 1147 1619 1422
 
.. 8-N--T=12 B8 339 15927 
B REEMITS= 55s 245 q 422 539
 
... s -" = . . 3U-4 ..... . b .. 772... . 1856 iS5Ua 
9 NT iTY 43 F30 298 329 470
 
9 NLEIITS Ibi '483 902 6R9 10q
 
9 - . . .. 188I 5O2 12b
ISCAT -= s 6 3393 .- . 
* - M Y' ... 68I6339 329 '433 
10 RLEMITS = ?60 7/9 910 705 1016
 
iD ISCAT 926 27y9 3678 1135 3
 
It NLMIT '415 . . T '- - 03 . 99 . . 829 
.... . .. . . . .... . -.. -.. . . . . . . . . ...-- ... . . . .. . .. . . . .. .. ... . . ... . . .. . . . . .. . . . ..­
LMSC-HREC TR D496763-I1 
The last part of the output is the tabulation of heating flux on each sub­
area of target surfaces. The area numbers are consistent with the area view 
vector numbers in the first part of the output. The heating rates are given 
in both W/cm 2 and Btu/ft -sec in two adjacent columns. The average heating 
rates of groups of NNI subareas are also given, as shown in output example 4 
(page 30). 
Output example 5 (page 31) shows the output for view factor calculations. 
The view factor colun lists the computed view factors from the emitting sur­
face to the subarea. The corresponding reciprocal view factor is given on the 
same line. The view factor of the emitting surface to the entire target surface 
and its reciprocal are given below the table. 
29 




-	 Qntput Ex am ple . 
L- P 	 ) = 3SCR 177375 REx = 8b.0 " AT--- -."-C--9"4+uY 
TARGET hAU.- I 
ON TARGET HAIN SIDE SURFACE
 
AREA NUEER AREA HEAT TRANSFER HEAT TRANSFER AREA HIT AREA 
-- tJ-----S- tUMfER---- W/CM2 BTU/SEC.FT2 " -N-UIEt 
I 35.ni. 14 1l+^l 1,2456+01 1 1.928571 
2 -- q2.0 2 l.6969+li 1.4947+01 2 1285T .... 
3 67.C 	 3 2.7069+en1 2.3843+01 3 1.428571
 
5 . .4 * 2.I113 +C-1 	 18861+&1-- ------A ....---­- qZ-f­
5 57.S, 2,3029+- 2,Q285+01 5 1.428S71
 
6 	 8. ............ .... 2 43 3 1 2,2, 6ntI+,t6 i0t- -- ­ -"i-c 

7 7f.'7 	 2.8282+ 1 2. q911+U1 7 1.12857j 
8 	 7C*.l83o2+c1 	 2.66-90+01 8 
z 9 6r. 	 9 2.q241.rl 2.1352+01 9 I1.28571 
c- __10 5 .1 	 4-.0-- ..qs---I 	 ,.l 

P 	 11 429C 11 l.6969+t 1*4947+01 I1 1.q28571
12 39. -1.2 . .I5757+ L . .---.. 4 . 3879- O-- t*-. 1,%85, 
n COU) 	 NNI AVERAE. 2.1649+r 1.9&69+01 
13 -- 12. 1,65650.1 104591+01 -13-----------ta-2tS-7T 
14 68.9 Iq 2.3433+ ; 2.'tq6101 14 1.42857i 
16 69., 16 2,7877+ 1 2.4555+01 16 1.428571 
1.7- . .-6 n . -.. 17 -W- - 2.S 8 57heI 2.2776+U ..- -ST­
is 3.4796+il
18 86*, I 3or6s5+01 Is 1.428571 
9.53 S300. - - 1 2113+C1 1.8861+L -------------------- I...... 
2e A,~ -M Z.2 6 25+c 1 1.9929+01 20 1.qZ8571
Ph -	 ?----i ------ qc .. ..... .... 1 a. 1' 1 ,_l__i.. ... . ... . . _l 
22 5',M 23 2,r2tI+,l 1.779q+O1 22 142857123 r 232 9 C I 36.0I X2.100- I.85 

24 32.r 2 1,2 9 29+c1 1.1388+01 24 l6428571 M
 
NNI AVERAGE 2*2221+C.I 	 1.9573+01
 
25	- 5 25 1-l 8,a968 00 25 1.428571 
.1.26 . 21, 1 6161+4l .. -26- ..- ..Iq235+01 .1Vf28Tr­
27 145., 27 1,8181 :1 i,0r14 bl 27 1.428571 -J
 
e
28 6 o. 28. 2.4241+,1 	 ....--- .. - 18-S---X2.1352+.-- 2-8 -- '-7,2

29 4!.:, 29 1.6565+ti 1.4591+01 29 Iq28571
 
- ng9. 2. -1996+jl ---- _ _ 
31 2.1913+Di 1068 1+01 31 1.428571 
32 37,- 3? Iqg9 g+EI 1.3167+41 ----32------. . - o428571--­
57.-s 33 2.3029+5u 2,,c28b+01 33 1.q28S7i 
Output Example 5 
VIEW FACTOR OUTPUT
 
IOTAL SAMPLE = 500 NSTART = 664321 MHITP 0 MMIS5 = q696 MHITG 




o:TARGET No I 
z TARGET MAIN SURFACE, L = 
i AREA NO. OF AREA vIEW HITAREA AREA VIEW FACTOR BY 
Ph NUMBER HITS NUMIBER FACTOR NME EIRCT 
03 
> U3 
1 9. 1 I.RmO-03 2.1817+00 1 6.2S00-04 
2 7, 2 I.CO -03 2o1817+00 2 4,8611-04 
3 9. 3 1I8000"03 291817+00 3 6.250004q 
z 14 14 4 8,0$t lr-0q 2.1817+00 4 2.7778-04 
5 19. 5 3,80C9g03 6.5450+00 5 3,9583-03 




























m 11 25.01 5it03 1.0998+1 It 8.6806-03 
12 27. 12 5.4lCC-13 !.O.cs+O 12 9o3750-03 




4. PROGRAM CHARACTERISTICS 
The following characteristics of executing the SRB thermal radiation 
program are discussed. 
* 	 The code is stored on a 7-track tape which can be read into a
 
Univac 1108 Exec 8 computer by the following control cards.
 
@ RUN 
@ ASG, T TAPE1, T, tape number 
@ REWIND TAPE1 
@ COPY,G TAPE1,TPF$ 
@ FREE TAPE 1 
When either IPLUME = 3 or 4, an additional tape needs to be 
assigned.
 
@ ASG, T 10, T, SAVEO5 (for IPLUME=3) 
@ ASG, T 10, T, (tape number) (for IPLUME = 4) 
The source program and the relocatable elements takes 33 blocks 
on tape. If the absolute elements are included, the length is ex­
tended to 61 blocks. There are two absolute elements, DP and SP, 
corresponding to dual plume program and single plume program, 
respectively. 
* 	 The program has to be mapped before execution. The control
 
cards for mapping are as follows:
 






@ 	XQT DR 
The core storage taken up by the dual plume program is 50 K. 
The core requirement for the single plume program is about the 
same (49 K). 
* 	 The core storage requirement for the program varies with the 
array assignments, which can be done by changing the param­
eters in the PDP element. The values used in the current version 
of the program on tape are as follows: 
ISEG=18, JSEG=10, PPT=10, NTMAX=10, 
NRING = 12, NSIDEA =250 
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where 
ISEG = number of regions in the plume in the axial 
direction 
JSEG = 	number of regions in the plume in the radial 
direction 
PPT = number of plume properties 
NTMAX = maximum number of target surfaces 
(NTARGT < NTMAX) 
NRING = maximum number of divisions in the radial 
direction on the constraint disks 
(NRING 	> MAX(NRING l, NRING2)) 
NSIDEA = maximum number of view point areas on 
the target surface (NSIDEA > NNI*NN2). 
Whenever the dimensions are changed, the program elements 
involving the dimensions need to be recompiled before execution. 
To recompile the affected program elements, one needs simply 
to include the following card in the run stream. 
@ ADD, 	P .FORGARDS 
* 	 To obtain a listing of the entire program, the control card shown 
below is used after the source program file has been copied into 
core. The printout takes 90 pages. 
@ ADD, 	P *PRTCARDS 
o 	 To obtain a punch card deck of the entire program, the control 
card shown below is used after the source program file has been 




* 	 The run time of the program depends very much on the case at 
hand. The following examples serve to indicate the estimate 
of a run. 
a. 	 When IPLUME = 3 option is used to generate the data 
tape for a plume, the run time depends on the attenuation 
and absorption of the plume. To complete a data tape 
with 100,000 sample trajectories requires 65 minutes 
for sea level plume with afterburning and 35 minutes for a 
72,000 ft plume. 
b. It takes about 10 seconds to read 10,000 sample points from 
data tape. 
c. 	 It takes 25 minutes to run 25,000 samples in the dual plume 
calculation (IPLUME = 1) with three target surfaces. The 
same run takes about 2 minutes if the data were read from 
a tape (IPLUME = 4). 
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d. It takes about 4 minutes to compute 10,000 samples in a view 
A similarfactor calculation involving two target surfaces. 
run with 40,000 samples requires 16 minutes of computer time. 
These runs were executed on the Univac 1108 computer at NASA-MSFC. 
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5. PROGRAM LISTING 
The entire source program is listed on pages 36 through 117. The 
program elements are listed in alphabetical order except the PDP DIMENS, 








SEB PLUME THERMAL RADIATION PROGRAM LISTING
 
DATE 030576 
4ELT,L DIMENS __ _____ __________________ 
ELT007 RL1870 03/OS 11P42i51'I0 
aoqaI -- jOA Dim PRUC 
_____ 
Ot:flOZ 000G PARAMETER ISEGaIS. JSEG=IO. PPTc10 
roto O AAMETERJ JSE;G. 1SEG-OJSEG., InKS JPISE GJ±lo IJPT.IPTOJPT 
00004 00 CU1MtON/PROPTY/PROPtPPT,IPT.JPT) 
oPnd.305 000 CUflIoN/RESIlL 2IOAREAKRJ!JGjSPHL-IpLSINSXX(3)T/tjD,!PISK_

O006 000 CUMNlUN/INI/rx .JX .IRGN.JRGN.NSTART.ISO.STGBET.REX,GAMMA.SIGMA 
000.p117 002 Co1IIUIN2/HP)MC8tP)HlB1~,Ie~. 
0000)U8 ocO CUIIJON/1N3/ (AMA(JSE),ANG(JSEG)hTANGZ(JSEG).CGAMMA(JSEGI. 
oCr)o9o 000 P3TANZtJSEG),TNG2IJPTI _ _____ 
C-.J30 000 COtiMON/INq, IREMIT(IJ5EG2.FNEMITIIJSEG ),jSCATUlSEG,JSEG) 
D0001 00 CUMON/NSTAU( ISEGJSEG I ,TAUP (ISECjJSEG)I, TAUG(ISEGJSFl t 
000012 oco XNHU(IJSEG),CHIbTA(JSJEG) 
0C30* --
300Q________CukilN/NSTI/SA.,SDESFSSHIS4CC23C' 
000.iA'I coo CUOiNON/CNST2/AI ,A2.A3,A'4,AS.A6.A7.ABOA9,AbO.AK.AIr 
a CU13 03o CUMMl(J/CJST3/SI,52S2.S3.S',S,S,S,S8,SIKCK,CKCk i 
OCLA 0-a ,{L1,QC.UD,QE ,ILMITI.JEMIT.KEM!T.IEVEI4T.JEVENT,odCOiI~oN/CNST4/QA 

G'On 1l --- 03 3 0 JN4DEX ,INEX ,KN9EX 
t~t.Ju ooCOMhON /CNSrs5'eI,ITvPI,HALvP1.STFLLZ.RADIAT.ti.1PLUME 
C~aRI9 ______ CUMOI/TRIC/SINETA,CSETA,TANLTA,COST.THTATEIPiHIETALPHA 
J CUMMON/QP/TTNG(JPTI.TTNGZ(JPT),V(IJSEG)­
Ct~21 000 END- --- - - - - - -___ 
0fiZZ2 Zoo GEOM PROC 
G 0 3-.. DUD - PAHKAM-EJTEH NTtiAX.dfl, NRINGfl2, NSIDEIAS2SO 




0G0128 000 * MEANCINTM-AX.NRJNG.2),SREF(NTMAX,3.2).TREFLNTMAX,3.2)






t*,RPVR -002t-03/0G-1 1'42 
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2 INCLUDE |IMLIST 
3 J--_ 
11 CALL RANDOM(U) 
S XY - -ALOG(U) 
6 ATEN - P,.G. . . . . .. . .. 
7 SEVLNT - 3.0 
SIF( COSLTA Ut. f.G) GO TO 300 
9 IFIJDEX.LE.JLi GO TO 500 
±0 IFCOST-.LT. n091u 1O TT 550 

11 C ATTLNUATIUON LOOP FOR3 THETA LT 90 DEG AND 9 DEGh 
12 5Z0 IF (NI(IINUEXJ .GT. 1(J) GO 70 400
 
IA £ IUNULE FKUM 'LGIUNIINDLX,JNOEX) INTERSECTS REGIONIINDEXJND-Xt. . 
14 .. .. SMAX () -_Z(4-I)1/COSETA

15 IF IJ.LI.1I SMAX (ZII) - H I / COSETA 
-­
16 Sl S P - ICAY_-ATENI .. NETAU!NDEXJOEX) 
.7 IF ISP. LE. SNAX) O TO t6o 
It ... IF IJNDLX .LU. JRGN) 6O 19 lO0 
I9 ATLIt. ATLN + TAU(INDLX,JNDEX);SMAX 
2j ~JNOEX =J'd'EX +1 
_______________ 
ii......--SEVLNT ' SEVENI + SMAX 
22 J 
. J+I 
23 GO 1O bCO 
4CG SMAX - ItlI(INDEXI 
- ZtJ-I)/COSETA 
?s CBHUiDLEI- UMNWEGO(IJEXJNDEX) INTERStCT CEIONI INRDX- ,J 
26 I F 'IJ' EteeI SIAX (HZ(INDEXI-H )/COSETA 
_________ 
27 461 SP IXY-ATEfLN/ TAU(INL)EX,JNDEX)
 
la IF ISP *LE. SIAXI GO TO 6$O
 
?29 FLt IFDX aEQ. I)-G TO 2000
 
33 ITEN a ATEN + TAU(ItiDEX.JNOEX).-SHAX 
___ _______
 
I" - TIDX = INDEx - I 
3 - SEVENT - SEVENT. + SMAX 
33 1#02IF($1'INULAGT.Z(Jl GO TO 403 ­9$ SMA . IZ(J) - HZ(INDEX+II/COSETA 
35 60 T 531 
3b 4G3 SMAK - II(INOEXI - HZ(INDEX +II/ COSETA 
3/ SP V(AY-ATENIf TAUIINDEX'JNDEXI 
31 IF (SP.LL SMAX) O TO 600 
39 IF IIO--- .1Q.I GO TO ±OUD 
qo ATEN ATEN + TAUIINDEX.JNDEX).SMAX
 
41 INDEX a INDEX-i 
42 SEVENT I SEVENT * SNAX 
43 60 TO 4fl2 
f41 C AITENUATION LOOP FOR THETA GT 90 DEG AND ETA GT 90 DEG 
S IF t0 iL(INDEX I .GT. IJ()) GO TO '-SO 
46 C bUNDLE FROM RLGIONtINDEXJNDEX) INTERSECTS REGION(INDEX,JNDEX-l)
 
47 SMAX - (1(J) -ZlJ-Il 1/COSETA
 
41 IF(J.LQ.I) SMAX . ((I)-H 3/COSETA 
4V 551 SPE (X-AYLNJ TAUI(IJNx.jDEX) 
bo. IF(SP.LL.SMAXI GO TO 603 
61 AT ANE t Tfbi INEX'JNDEXI).SMAX 
O2JNDEX - JNDEX - I 
53 SEVENT U SEVENT + SMAX 
%'1J J+j 
5s----- J'DEAaJL bUNDLE lULL NOT !NTEMSECT COHE(JNDEXII USE THETA LT 90 DEC LOOP 
37 






GO TO 550 
TO 5O0 
SB '450 SMAX - 1___-Z J-I) LZCOSE.TA ........ _I ___X 
59 O C BUNDLE 
FOM HRGION(It4OEX.JNDEX) INTERSECTS REGION(INDEX-I.JNDEXI
~IF(J.EQk) SMAX a (Hi.JNQE.4 LL__C--&SJLTA 
61 SP - (XT-ATEN) / TAU(INDEXJNDEX) 
§2 
63 
IF(S..P_,L . SMAXAOI_ 
1F(INL)EX *EQ. I) 
_TO, 610 .....------
GO TO10Ia0G 
64 ATEN a ATEN + TAU(INOEXJNDEX)SMAX 
os INDEZ - INDEX - I 
_6 SEVENT bSEVENT + SAX _____ 
67 
S -ASAX 
'16 IFfHZ(INUFX) *GT.ZiJ)l GO TO 
(Z(J-) HZ(IIIOEX .1)) 
452 
/ COSETA.........-­
49 GO TO 5SI 
7l - 5 2 S-A-_-.---I-Z(IJOEXJ _- HZ(INOEX +I)l/CO$E.TA 
-71 
7 ... . . 
SP 
._I 
(XY-ATEN) / TAU(IWOEX.JNDEX) 
_(SP .,Lt ,..5,M.AA) ..GO TO 60Q . 
73 IF (IFJDLX 11 GO TO 1003 
-. . . _TL . AJtN + TAU.AINDEXJNDEX)*SMAX 
11, INLEX - IIIDEX - I 
b SEVENIT bLVEIJ +S ..AX  
71 40u TUOb! 
-. 
.9 




j J C ATTENUATIU1, LOOP FOR THETALT 93__.EG _AND.ETALI-- 9_P .., 
ii 301 IF(i-/L(1j4EX+I).LT.ZIJ)) GO TO 800 







- Lj-Ii) I COSETA 
SIIAX I (.(2I AI H .)_ _ __ _ __ _ __ 
AS 3 '-- Y - ATEN) / TAU(INDEX.JNDEX) 
IF (SP .LL. SMAX) BO TO 630 .. . 
"i- IF (JNOLX .EQ. JRGN) GO TO 1001 
it) ....... ATE.a ATtN + TAUIINDEAJNDEX).SMAX---------------­
h9 
;S 
JNOLs = JIDEX+i 
SEVENT -SLVLIT +SAX 
VtI J = J*! 
-2 . . .. . GO TO 3-3.1 . 
3 L. BUNDLE FiOrI 'LGINW{INoEX,JNDEX) INTERSECTS REGIONUIN6EX+IJNOEX) 
44 
.?sI 
__ 800 AKX (tLIINDEX+ I) - Z(J-I) I /COSETA. -
IF JrEQ.I) SMAX IH71N7IE X4+I)I - H I / COSETA 
16 5P ,a 4U(INELJNOEX) 
97 IFl"SF.LL.S5IAX) GO TO 603 
9 . . . ir (J.U_ X ,EQx . L GN . GO TO 1001-. . ........... 
99 
_U, _ _ _ 
AftN - AILN + TAUtINDEXJNDEX)"SMAX 
I.... .. WOE X -= .­|NOE X. . . .... . .. . . ....... 
Ill SEVENT = SEVENT + SNAX 
Ii- StAX a (/(J) - HZlII'3EX)) / COSETA 
S,,60 TO 3 2 
I's 502 SMAX = IIZ(INDEX +1) - HZ(INDEX)) / COSETA 
• .h . _ P,- (XT-ATFN) I TAU( I 14ND EXEXI..... . 
;I IF (SP.LL.Si4X) GO TO 630 
_. _ _ _ I. F IN LLA.LQ. IRQN) GO TO_ 001. 
) ATtN = AILI * TAU(II;EX.JINDEX)-SMAX 
I - 4ND~t - itDEX - . 
I SE4L II - '_qENr - IIAX 
REPRODUCIBILITY OF THE
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112 G TO 801 
i I 3 C-- fT - LT-9AfTTENO-AT-IN -LOUTFOR r-Tr-9O--D--AN--ETA -- EG
 
1 . . 7,0 IFiHZIINEX.I)_ LT , (,)) GO.TO 650
 
iI C BUNDLE FROM R(iONIINDEX.JNOEX) INTERSECTS REGION(INDEX.JNDEXI)
 
16 SHAX - (Z(J) - Z(J-I) I / COSETA
 
117 IF (J *LQ. ) SMAX -(Ill) - H ) / COSETA 
l .. /51 SP m (Xf - ATEN) / TAUIINDEXJNOEX) 
'19 "iFr(SP *LL-.SMAX) GO TO 600 
I23J ATEN . ATEN + TAU(IWDEX.JNDEXI*SMAX ..... 
I-|i J4DEA n JNI)EX ­
122 SFVEN.T = SLVENT * SAX 
124 C IF JDEX-JZ LUNOLE WILL NOT INTERSECT CONE(JNDEXI.. USE THETA LT 90 DEG LOOP 
125 ....... IFlJNiEA.LE.JZ) GO TO 301 
ll GO TO 7aO 
1 . C BUNIOLE fiPIM HLGION(I-N)LX.JNDEX) INTERSE:CTS REGION(INDEX I.JNDEXT 
I " H 6S0 %MAX - (HL(INIJEX .1) - 2(J-I)) / COSETA 
2.- IF ({ L I XINOEXt" -- H--/COSETA 
I I SP I(xy-ArEN) / FAU(INOEX.JNOEX) 
3l IF (.,' .LF. SNAX) GO TO 600 
3? IF (INDEX *EQ. IRGN) GO TO 100i 
ATLhl M -,ILN - TAU(INDEX.JNOEXI-SHAX
 
a,,_ FJ1)L X I NI L . l. . . . . ..... . .
 
35 SEVLNI -LVLiTSNAX­
136 . &'lI IF IHZI( l OLX +1) .LT. ZIJ ) ,0 TO 6 .2............
 
1,7 SMAX . (ZtJ) - HZ(INDEX)) I COSETA 
IId k0 TV. 751 
j39 " 62 5SMAX - (t(INDEX+I I - HL( INDEX) I /COSETA 
142 . SP. (XY-ATEN) / TAU(INI)EX,JNDEX) 
T-1 I (bP.LL. SMAX) GO TO 603
F. (INDE.X .EQ . I RGN I GO .TO _100 1 
'1-3 ATEN - ATEN + - TAU (INUEX.JNUEX) SAX 
1 4 INU-x * INDEX+I
 
I'4 SEVEIdT 5EVENT * SMAX
 
ie l-O TO 6Si
 






, --.. ..... .SEVENT SEVENT - -...........
 
32 SESNL7 = SEVEnToSINETA
 
i ,3 R-HCOSL I ASEVENT
 
IS 4 " SSSENLI.2
 






_,___ IF ( A(, mT.L T.-I , ) ARGUMT-.99999
 
i39 IF (ARZUiT.GT.I.f) ARGUMT-l.99999
 




',2 IF IALP"iA.GT.Pl ) PHI ISPHI I-2..BETA
 
16J I'F (P~iI I .GT .T,iOP iIIPHIfI=PHIf-TWOPI
 
!F I 2_______If____ __, _.__n'd(Pdl.LT.0l.nF!N-LPNII+TWOPI 

I -'" Z2 Rl Sm2S
 
l.0 R Ik2
l'e,7 ... .RELHLC -'s'I ANG I JU F X I- . . .. . . . . . . . .. .. 

39 
























GO TO 200 
N_I [FIU.L,.THIBTAOKNkEX)U 

179 ISCAT INOEX,JNDEXI=ISCAT( INDEX,JNOEX) I
 
















i ... .RETUN -...... 
11.3 END 
-. .
. . . . . . .. 
. . . .. . ... .
 
, q1,h CHJSV" 
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6 ALHkANGLfPICII.PI (2).PI(3IP2(II ,P2(2).P2(33)
 
7 .Do Ic l; 2
 
'I 





0 TLt R UOT (A.I ) 1_T________f;I_________1__ 
I I ALi.A tU i ITXP i il . P )IU (TYPI (2 dIP2C P (I2) I 
12 *(TZ-P (3) (P?(3)-PI(3))f/AL -2 - .......... 
13 AL2-A3SI((X-P 2 Il))(P 2 (I)-PtIl)+(TY-P2(2)I*(P2(2)-PI(
 )I
 
a'i........... * ITZ-P2(3) l. (P2(3)-Plt3)) /AL __
 
TO 20
5 --I (ABS(AL-(AL/IAL2))/AL).GT.EPS) GO 

_6 _ INSIOEIII) 
 - - .... .. .......... . ..­
i 7A TO IZ
 






21 IF IINiIE( I EQ.P..AD_ .INSIDE( 1 EQ.O)GO-TO 23 -­
zi . I..( EU(I).L .nI GO TO 23F SIJU 

22 IF IINSIDL(2).EU*l) bO TO 22
 
(XQOISV4,lii* .G.OOTStq,2flGO TO 21
23IF 











 29 21 SNIN{I)=ltOUTS(-i.2)
 
SMNN2)aUGUTS(2.2)­





















--------- - - - -
---
LMSC-HREC TR D496763-Il 
ii £-AL8IN2O2*TPFS.DIFVDC 

SSUBROUTINE DIFVDC(SUPHHANG UI 
3 - C .e. MODIFIED DIFVOC FOR RADIATIVE HEAT TRANSFER PROGRAM TESTING PURPOSES. 
6 DIMENSION 5U(3).U(3) 
6 P -n13,jqk~q9 _ -______________ 
7 CALL RAIDOM (RNI) 





IF (PGRAtiG.(T.3.fO) GO TO 30 
i2 .. _PHASIN(SQRTIRN | .... 
13 DIFF-AB~iPHRANG-HALFPI) 




q.--- ~* 29 COR~iNTINU _______ 
17 UlP'CObtPH) "
 
1r6 12P 'SIN(l'H)*C0S(THi) -- ___ 
19 'U3PSINtPI SIN ITH)
 




Zi It tOLL.LT. I.E-It) 

?H A CO (S U (I I 
2 3 AALL THYS I ATANAS SUU3)SU(2)) 
24 -U II) = U IP COSIPHS ........................ .-U3P oSINJ P HI----­
25 UI2-. UIP.SINIPHSI.SIN(tHS),U2PCOS(THS)-U3POCOSIPHS)OSIN(THSI 
_U (3) -- U IP -S IN( PH51.cOq (:TIS)I4U2P* IN(TNS I 4U3PSCOS (ps ) *CosTIS 
21 GO TO 5C 
29 U I)iCUSiPH)
 
-30 U.(2151IN(PH)LCOSITH)_. - - --
31 U(3)SIN(PH) OSINITH)
 




Pk T ,S 0 ISK. . .. .-.-. 
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2 C IFOR-0, READ IN4PUT DATA 
3 IOH-I-, CHECK FOR HIT 
4 C [HIT E( D, NO HIT ON THE DISK 
5 C IHIT QE a. SCORE A HIT, EQUAL TO NSIDEA NUMBER 
-6 INCLUDE ULOM.LIST 
7 DIMLWSION A(3).P(3),KT(q) 
- PETMN X!l,XI2X13,XZIX?2.X23,X31,X32,X33) 
9 1 XlI*X220X33 + X21eX32oXI3" X3IoXi2.X23 -











8.. . ... X|nO ATA(N DATA, ...... 









Z . . AIl)-ATAINUATAj. 
25 A2IJATAINDATAi2) 
2- ------ A3l) ATAlhDATAI3) 
...... 
27 RIN-RRIIIU(NDATA,3 
28 DR=(ROU-R I H) /ILOAT(NR) 
DiTOP 
30 .IlAG=+URT((X2-XI)oe2 + (y2-yl)6e2 •Z2-Z|)*02) 




35 AN2aA3SN I-A -*83 
U I/F LOAT (NA) 
16AB3SAI-b2-AZ.82 
__________ 







.2 NSID . .. 
43 NRR=O 
4 - 310 RHAG-RIA(+DR 




1 9 NHRRsI R.+I 
Q .. . 120 TH.THti) f 
IF (THr;rvi6P I GO TO 10 
____ __N _SIDE AX 1s IDEX+ I 
1, SINTH-SIN(THI 
. . C05THSCUS(TH) 
ss CaroDL riN lCO'STB?,63,ii.-_W-A2A3.SINTH,A82.AB3)/OISCR
 
43 
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S9 VECTOH(NDATANSIDEX. IXti+ RMAGOCI/CMAG
 



















64-190 FORMAT (///39H VIEW-POINT VECTORS OF AN ANNULAR DISK /)
 
/a 193 FORM-AT I X ,F?.3,4X.4HVPI1.EI 2.6.aX ,4HVP2=fEi2.61 3,q.yP_3_!LKEJ2Z.6,L 






- - ­ - -GO TO SO600_____
 
7' UN - (AI*(PII)-XI)*A2(P(2)-YI)A34(P43)-ZI)) / DENOM
 
7- ..... . ...-- (ON.LT.O.l 	
.... . GO O .5 0F 	 ..........
71 	 XT(l) pI 114A(I)|ODN 
79 	 XTI3)'P(31+A(31IDN
X 2)-PI_ 2 -A -RIsFrI  xp2c~2~a.2{Ta-a 

di 	 IF (XXT.fT.ROUT ,OR. RXT.LT.RIN) GO TO SOD
 




CIntXTt2I I/HAT)I .1 
C2 tIXTI 3Ji-yl)/RXT
C3:(XT(3)-7I /?XT .. . .. .. . . . .. .
 . . .
 
bI 	 THACOS(CI.8I+C2082+C3*B3) 
duU----ETtI)ETllrjT (C I,C2.C3-,AL,4?A,BJk 183,8§11--_______l









V .	 RETURN . . . . . .
 
V' 	 ENO 
;Pkr,s EMITT 
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I - j/J RG N _ I -..... . .. 8 . ....., 2 G O U MI T * 
JEKIT - I - JRGN ([EMIT-I)9 

10 INDEX - IEMIT 
II JNOEXU JEMIT 
___ 
.










15 	 KNOEX I 
( FIX EMISSION. COOROINATES
 
I I CALL UAIU01(U)
 3 3 3 3
 






 RIS = H..2IU.LTNGZ(JEMIT+I)TNG2(JEHfT )+TNG2(JEHIT) 
RI w#T(IS21I 











26 COSETA = 1. - 2.@U
 
/ .......... SINETA SQXT( I.-" CoSETA*2
 
/COSETA





 C LL RAUOH'UI
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SUBROUTINE ESCAP (XA) 
INCLUDE .GEOM.LIST- - - -. -. 
3 INCLUDE UIM.LIST 
It C PUSITIVL xII) IS IN THE PLUME EXjTDjREl.ON. 
5 C SET TH ORIGIN AT THE CENTER OF THE PLUME BASE PLANE. 
_6 DI 1LNSI1UL4..X1I tAAL._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ 
! EJEMIT(KEAITI a NEMITIKEMIT) + I 
'. IF (IPLUNL.EQ.3) GO TO 'ISO 
S. . . CALL SUHT G" (X.A . 
Io IF IID.LYJ.q -_ 0 §LLO 300 
11 00 I00 ITG-INTARGT 
12 IF T....-..----­ ...NL--.. . .. ... .... .... -_0 GO TO 100 
3 00 110 L I.3 
15 
--IF ( L . IIJL.( I DI1i 
NANAHLA(ID.LI 
- GO TO_.jfl_ 
IA 00 12 0 IJNA -I fNq__________ 
A7 IF (IlwA.,L.IOAREAI GO TO 120 
.0 - - . '_ HIT (INAt IT~pL )HIT(INA,IT.1I 
___ 
IV I2o CONIINUt 
20 -IIC CONTINUL 
21 100 CONTINUL 
22 30 CONTINUE 
23 NMl*" 
24
5SO G0 TO S2IF IN.(E.3) ___ GO TO __________455 




451 FORMAT (////InX.qSH IPLUE-3 IN DUAL PL IS NOT APPLICABLE 
29 SO RETURN 
30 ULNO -- --- - ­
.PQrrS LSCAP-L 
46 











5 C SET THE ONIGIN AT THE CENTER OF THE PLUME BASE PLANE.
 
6 C POSITIVE 
 X(I) 5 IN THE PLUME EXIT.DIRECTION­
7 .NEMIT(KLMIT') NEMIT(KEMIT) * I 












 15-........ . .ETA-'ACUS(COSETAJ
 GO TO 4SO
16 	 IF (IPLUtL.EQ.31 

a7 ZALI SUdIHG (%.A)
 




10 IF GO TO IUD --- ­(ITG nik.ID) £. 
2£ 	 DO'40 l-.3
 




24 00 203 114A-1. NA- - ---­











20 1 COUNT INUE - - ­ --
32 300 	 CONTINUL
 




Th5 'Iso CONTINUL 
TO qS536 IF IM.GC.I) ____GO 

37 NRGNRIH(NOJRGN ­
38 WRIiL (ICI IRGN.JRGNRADIATREX
 
NO 	 DO 4I! I=I.IRGN 
_'415'453 	WRITE 110) IPROPCK I.J). J'IJRGN)
 






45-- _WHIT*E iSO) ITAUP(l,J). JsI.JRGNI
 
46 WRITE H1O) (TAUG(I.J), J=IJRGN)
 
47 WRITE ITO TAU tI.J), JaLJHGN)
 
'48 WHITE 1O) (CiHIBTA(K+J),JItJRGN)
 
49 .WRITE HiO)"'(XNH "tKCji';Ja'iJRGN)
 
44 	 00 452 IlI.IRGN 
51 WHITE 110) HZ(I+I)
 






55 	 XCIV =iESUAV-H£ 
47 
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RXIT-LESCAPOTANG(JRGNI2 1 . jF )+5 1GaE T 0A 12) 
So X13}-X.I23)+SIGBETSAI3) 













00 'e56 jnjNRG-----RG q 5Sj NJHIT=IhITI LHIT(I) q '6CALL PRT (XIRHT.X(I)I RXITETA T H ETAX PHIiJ 
67 
58SC0 
. ..... CENDFILE 
IF U1.GL.IX-JXI 












2 C READ DATA TAPE WITH IOPKT (H IRMIT 2 ItE T P iO
 
3 C --- KEYsI, COMPUTE THE HEATING RATE ON GEOMETRY ENSEMBLE 
q C --- KEY-2, SMALL TARGET AROUNG THE PLUME. DELPHI2PI 
5 C --- KEYo3, SINGLE SMALL TARGET YNT RErN DELPIrDELPHI IN DEGREES. 
6 KEY'4, SINGLE SMALL TARGET. USE COSINE PROJECTION OF DELPHI 
7 C TX.TY.TZ, IS CENTER OF SMALL GEOMETRY 
. C .PLM=I, SlINbLE PLUME .2. DUAL PLUME, NTRAJ IS NO OF PAIRS OF TRAJ 
9 INCLUDE GiEHLiST 
_ a INCLUDE DIMtLIST . . ......... . ... .. 
11 DIMENSIUN AP (3),PP(3)
 




14 .... . P1 3.14159 
i5 TWOPL6.28318 
I1-6 KICnO 
7 50 6EAD5 ,i-) i-EY.ITG.NTRAJ.ODELPHI.TXtTYTZ 
18 IF (NFRAJ.EW.n . GO TO 900 
19 REIND 10 





23 DO At K~lI~lO 
24 O0 60 I1IIRGN" 
25 60 READ (1C) (PROP(K-IJ), JsI*JRGN) 




3000 61 ItI.IRGN 
_______________ 







(TAUGI I J) 9 0JNN (TAD (fJ). JCIaJRGN) 
_ _________ 




READ II'H (KNHU {K J),JIJRGNI 





1R1ITL(6,i2) KEY.I TGNTRAJeDELPHI .TXtTlZ.... IRGN.JRGNRADIAT,REX 
'4 IF (KLY.GT.O) GO TO 75 
'4 NRITL (6,13) 
42 .RITE (6,14) 
'43 DO 70 _K(I .O 
49 WRITE (6,17) K 
DO 7SI ';IRbNIL_1_ - -
-­_... 
_1 
'i 70 WRITE (6.18) I*(PROP(K.1,J). JnIJRGN) 
P100 FOHRMAT(/// 'VIHI PROPERTIES IN PLUME REGIONS II 
48 1402 FCKMAT( I/ 26H TP - I DEGREES KELVIN ) / 
49 1 2611 TT. DEGREES KELVIN) / 
so I 2CH N - I PARTS/CM3 I / 
sI . . . . I A P - .- . /..... 
t2 ISH TAUG - I * I / 
S4 
55 
3 2CH RP 
'4 IF A/I. 
- C MICROIJS 




LOCKHEED-HUNTSVILLE RESEARCH & ENGINEERING CENTER 
LMSC-HREC TR D496763-11
 
57 7 30H HZ I EXIT RADII
RA/ ­
5,8 .. .JQ3 FORMAT (i IH-GAMMA as IFIl?)

!, 1o5 FORMAT (/1.&H TP I,IEII.S
 
60 8002 FORMAT I 14.6H TG hIEII.5
 
61 I906 FORMAT 1 I4'SH N nI IEII,5 )
 
. .... 3812 FORMAT PI4.6H TAUP. IIE11-.__L 
_
 
63 1813 FO1,MAT Iq6H TAUdGUI IElloS
 
19. 7 FORMAT . q16H _ TAU-. IIEII.S I
 
1c8 FORMAT I Iq.6H RP -. IIEIIs5 I
 
Iq4C9 FORHAT I 14.6H A/En, IEII.5 I
 
!190 FORMAT I196HRADFK=, hElloS j
 
69 75 CONTINUEl
70 ... . . .... ia .ct.iI.... . .. . .... ... . . ... . . . .__o___U 
71 WRITE6.lqoO)- ­
73 VRITE( b.1403 II GAMMAXIJ) * J=I,JRGN) 
15 00 144 I IIRGN
 
76 WRI TEI6,l0S IIPOP(2,1.J ,,Jul RGNJ__
­
r1 WRITE (6,8302) I.IPROP(5.I.JI.JnIJRGN)
 
1.3 ftI TE( 6 1 4~JiOLt~lJIR~I__________________ 
79 WRITE(61,8I2) I. (TAUP(I.J),JdLJRGN)
 
dn . . RIT{(69 j8133 
 J ITAUG(IJI),JI,)RGN) 
Ml -WRYTE (6. I07) I. iTAMI (IJ). JnIJRGN)
 






83 WRITEi b,q09) I , C CHIBTA(K+J). J . I.JRGN I
 
d4- WRITE16Jj t9 A NHU K J Jj, JRGN
 
HZIl+i) - HZ(.l) - hi
 
WHITE(6,19121 I I I +_______
,HZ~jt--------------

HL(l) II?,| + HI 
MM 14nl K.K+JRG.,
 
89 tO FORMAT 13IB.6F8.)
 
90 II FORMAT I IIZIHREA. FROM. TAPE KEY-___d2 ,SX IHITARGET NO s ,13,3X,
 
v1 I *IIHSAmPLE NO = ,17,3X,8HDELPHI - *F6.2.SH DEG. ,SXp
 
9 .. 2 .I.OHTX,TYTZ -_,3F7.3 ..
 
32 FORMAT ii IRGN ,t3,3X.6HJRGN . .13.IOX.
 
S'. .
 . 2SHTOTAL RADIANT HEAT RATE- qIPE1O.qMT7HWATTS
 
95 2 6XSIIREX n.CPFB.2.3H CM 1/ I
 
96 13 FORMAT IIOA.SrISIBSCRIPTION K IN PROP(K.I.J)_ ARRAY __________ 
91 1 //IOX,5HK=I. PARTICLE NUMBER DENSITY (P/C.03)
 
98 2
-__tbX.SPHKa2, PARTICLE TEMPERATURE (DEG KELVIN)__

99 3 IIGX.SOHK.3. PARTICLE RADIUS (MICRONS)

100 
 q . SXSfHK4, PROJECTED AREA OF PARTICLE (MICRONO*2L 
_ I 
1U1 14 FORMAT (IOX.SDHKnS GAS TEMPERATURE (DEG KELVIN)
IUZ I *SX!,lHK.At. STATIC PRESSURE IPSIA) 
IU3 2 /IOX.StHI=7. MOLE FRACTION FOR CO ")

104 3 ,SX,5nHK.8 MOLE FRACTION FOR C02 
 )-I
 
90b IOXS(JKa9, MULE FRACTION FOR H20-(I­
l16 . . . SXSQHK.1, MOLE FRACTION FOR HCL C-) |
IU7 17 FORMAT (/1/ 17H OUTPUT FOR PROP ,SX.3HI -. 13 /1
I!= 18 FORMAT (I3.lPlOEi2.l I 
1Cs9 20 FORMAT CIO.1 1PLlqI5 I 
I .. 78 CONTINU 
II DELPHIaUfLLPhI/67.957R 
50 




112 DELHI T-.1 .0__ _________ 
T i3 -- KvEY.EQ.) DELHIT;OELPHI/TWOPI 
114 IHISSaG ---I iS ISCIJR C 
11b IF IKEY.GT.O) GO TO 90 
117 IF {LY.Eu.0) GO TO 900 
i18 .. . . . . .N-O
 



















131 82 PHnC.3 
3? . . ETrO.0. 
133 Nt + I 






tat IF1LS.LT.O.0) 11Il11i({114 
140 IF(IS.GLE:CO.ANO.ZS.LT.2.nJ IZ(2)lIZ(2)+I
 
14 1F i!5--S.tL.2.OT.AOSLET; Y +1.hOI IZ( I13) 

143 IF.ZS.GL..O.AIJO.ZS.LT.8.O) IZ(S)nIL(),I 
14b IF(LSSAL.Ia..ANO.ZS.LT.I2.) IZ(7)aIL(7)+I
 
1'46 IFLIZS.GL.12..AJD.ZS.LT.tI. I IZ(8)slL(R).I__________________ 
147 LF(I.i *.ADzS.LT-l6.) IL(9)aILI9)+i
 
*qd IF(b..GL.16..ANU.LS.LT. 18, IZ Ifl)aIz( IC).
 
399 IS.GL. I6.ANDO.S.LT.20-I IZ( III-IZ( Ii-)4 







ISN IF (TNUPH.GT.TtOPI. TRUPH.TRUPH-TWOPI 
ISs u0 i6 IIz|­
11,6 IF IPHI.4GT.Tl *AND. PHI.LTe(TI+DPH)l _ IPLME(lISIPLME(II+I
 
-5IF iETA .T.T2 *AND. ETADLT.(T2+DET)I JPLMEII)-JPLMEII)+I
 
158 IF (THETA.GT.TI .AND. THETALT.(TI+DPHMl KPLME(II)-KPLEIII.
 






362 IF IPHI.6T.TWOP!I I OUT- OU.I 
tb3 IF IETA.',T.PI JOUT-JOUT+1 
164 IF IrHiEA.GT.TWOPI) KOUT.KOUT.I
 
365 IF I RUPT6.TT%,OPI) LOUT=LOUTi 
366 GO TO 82 
J6788 N=N-I 
51 














170 89 FORMAT (IHI, 21HNO DF 
EMIT IN DEL PH? IX19/ 
___________ 
ll 
 I IX6IFNO OF EMIT IN DEL ETA ,lX.1219 ;717U.. 
. Z IX,21HNO 07 EMiTZYTHETL___AXjtZI9 

_ _ 
73 3 IX.21HNO OF EMIT IN TRU PHI .IX.1219/i

-74 lX0 21HJO~OFE
CI T_ IN DELI-,g IX,1219 /j___________

It7 5 IX,27HIOUT JUUT KOUT LOUT N NTRAJ .719 I
 

















ibs 80 HITII.JK)aO.q 
I 6- - - w + .... .. .... .. .. . 
jau IF (K 1Tr.T.NTRAJl GO TO 500
 
18" 93 CALL 4OPKT (M,IRM ?5Z_0 
 ETA .HLTfJiul 
___PH___1____1_IJ9 IPASS=O
j90__ IIF It.LT.O.> 
 GOLS___________ 
I91 IF (KEY.LQ.. .OR. KEY.EQ.21 GO TO 96 
1 H 2. ATAj2( , T_y 
1-.3 IF {KLY.EQq) 
 PHI-PH2 
ilt - _IF I KEY .L __q')- GO TO 94195 PFDIF=AbSIPH2.PHI) 
116 IG~DITEO-ELPHI/2 69 OTo 
197 96 XIII-L5 
1911 KL (!CO ~Us pJOII _______ 
199 XI3IR.SIN(PHI)
 
73l12H P.............HI biPH I +THETA
='I+  







2904 P13 4 =u TAI *S14P(L - - - - - -.-.. .
 I )-2Us IF INPLM.LQI) GO TO 97
2t& .. .... IPASSrI 
-­
?07 kFPLMa . . .. 
___ 
. . 
23 8- 3200 no I9j,3 
zui XP(I)X(I) 





-211 CALL TRANSF (XP.X.PPP.KFPLM.0) 
-
- ­
212 ....- CALL INTRCPiXLtP.KFPLH.KOUTtXp~pp) 
213 IF (KOUT.LQ.O 
 GO TO 97
2' IF CKQUTEQil IHITPInIHITPI+l
 
2ls IF (KOUT.LQ.2l 
 IHITP2IHITP2|
216 . . . IF IIPASS.EQ . . .. . . .. .. GoTo 91 




219 97 CONTINUE .... 
­
.
220 CALL SOKTNG IX-tp,
?2I C
 




LOCKHEED-HUNTSVILLE RESEARCH & ENGINEERING CENTER 
LMSC-HREG TR D496763-Il 
224 IF I IPASS.GT.O. GO TO .1S 
225 -... IrtF-NPLM.Qo.i G0 TO 91 
226INSwIISl 
_____________ 
227 G0 TO 91 
228 100 CONTINUL 
2i9 IF IKEY.tIT.l AND. ID.NE.ITGI GO TO lS 
130 INAIDAI(EA 
231 IIIG I 
23? LOIS-IDISK+I 
233 . . IITINAA,IITG.L-IS6.HITjINAIIIT .LIS)DECHIT 
234 ISCONEnISCORE I 
73 I15 IF INPLM.LQ.I sOR. IPASS.EQ.2) GO TO 91 
Z36 .. IPAS5=2 
237 KFPLM-2 
.36 .... PHI=PI-PHISAV 
239 X(IICLS 
2N11 X(Jk=fh OS1.(PHII 
242 Pill tP, I-THETA 
2q3 PII|UCUSILTA) 
244 . . P(Z)=SINILTA)s COS(PHI­
24 , P13 =-SIltIETAI.SINIPHI) 
24h GO TO 92 
241 . . 0 COIT U 
2948 WHITE (6,510) KEY.ITG.NTRAJ.ISCORE.IHITPIIHITP2,IMISS.IRMIT 
249 -10FORMAT(1/8KY ,3SHT s3S;HTA ,8.SX .aHISCOREa 
?5 1 .17,6X.InHIHITPI/2 -,218.5X.7HIMISS n.17.SX.7HIRNIT P.17/) 
25I 120 IF IKLY.NE ) -- GO TO 600 
25Z DO 121 1I-,NSDEA 
?43 00 121 J=I,3 
2' 31 TEHHIT(I.J]aO.n 
256 122 PH.PI0DLLPFI 
25J7 COSPH=CUS(PHI 
25,8 IF (COSPI.LT.n.) GO TO 130 
7 5 9 DO 125 LUISI1.3 
269 NA=NAREA(ITG,LOIS| 
761 00 325 K-I.NA 
2,.2 TENIIIT (K.LAS) - TENHIT (K .LDISIHIT(K.,ITGLDIS)*2.*COSPH
263 £25 CONTINUE __ 
-64 GO TO 122 
2?6 130 DO 132 I11.3 
266 O 132 JOI.NSIEA 
267 132 HIT(JIU.IITEHHNT(JII 
268 __ 600 CONTINUE ___________________________________ 
7&V - C * OUTPUf THE RESULTS 
270 IREMITI AIIRMIT 
2T1 IF (KLY.bT.1) GO TO 610272 CALL OUTPUT IHINRGN.;| 
211 610 CALL OUTPUT INI.NRGN.ITG) 
275 GO TO 53 
276 923 RETURN 
217 END 
53 





I SU8ROUTINE INPUT INRGNHI.FACTR)
 




4 899 FORMAT 718,3F.ni
 
5 885 FORMAT I 8FI0.2 I 
6 772 FORMAT I3SHIAVERAGE NUMBER DENSITY OF PLUME a .EIS.6.IX. 
7 I .- 1IPARTSJFT3 OR *EIS.5.IOH PART/CM3 I 
8 2 2IH TOTAL PLUME VOLUHE - ,EIS.5S.H REX310OX. 
9 3 21H14OZZLE EXIT RADIUS- .-FB.2.3H CM 
tO 9 _____26H TOTALRADIANTNEAT RATE,-s___E13.q4.7H1 WATTS /I
 




0 DATA (Y(l).l.7I1 / 
14 ...... . .3.17 L7 , .136F-6 .756E-6 .317E-5 . .106E-4 
lb 2 301L-4 .738E-4 .161E-3 . *32IE-3 * .589E-3 
16. 3 .3191 .4•264 *.01252 .00373 *.0053I 
17 4 .00733 jC983 ,.01285 .0163 .02360 
.5 .02537 .. .3%76 .03677 .. .0 338 .05059 
6 .b0I3 8 * .;6672 .07859 .08q96 .09978 
0 7 *13b.3 .. .11567 .1265 .13795 .14953 
z! 8 *16135 .17337 .18556 .19789 .21033 
22 9 .22285 .23S43 ,24803 ,.2603 .27322 
2 A S)- * 29825 .31067 .3230D .33S23 
24 .... .3q73 .35933 .----- 37118 .. .38289 .39195 
25 C "4058 .417c8 .42815 *.13935 .19'977 
26 D. 6c3 . . .7fl67 * .48085 .9908 .50066 
27 5 .51971 .. 53809 , .54700*b1029 .52901 
28 DATA IY11).I=72.141) I 
29 F .55573 .56-29 .57267 .58087 * .5s88 
30 .59678 . . .61449 .. .61203 .. .61991 . .62664 
3- - H .6337 * 69063 .6q70 ,.65402 .66051 
32 1 .66685 * .67305 * .67912 .68506 ,.9087 
33 J -69o55 * .7*21 I .70759 * .71286 * .71806 
7
34 K .72315 .72813 3301 .73777 .7929q 
35 L .7S47of .7516 , 75583 ;76310 .76429 
36 8 .77238 77630__ .78CI8 *.76838  .18390 
47 N .787577 .79117 . .79469 .80152.79819 .. 
38 0 .83982 * .18186 .8173781 23 .81433 
.SiQ35 .82327 .82612 ­
40 Q .8343b .83698 .83956 , .84209 .89457 
'II H .84699 8997 , .85171 85399 .85624 
42 5 .85843 .86359 *.86270 .86q77 ,.86681 
P  , .,82892 83166 
/43 DATA IY ( 1) I-42 21)2 
q4 T .868do .87375 .87267 .87455 .876 0D 
5U .8721 . .87999 .. .88173 .88344 , 885 12 
'4 V . .88/7 .88839 , .88997 .89153 .89306 
i w .89467 .89619q .89749 *.8891 .90031 
48 X .93168 * .9, 3n3 .9V435 .90565 .90693 
9 Y .90819 .9p9q2 ,.9103 . .. 91182 .91299 
5a .9..... .191l4 . 9 9 *91527 91638 . 1748 .91855 
11 I 91961 .92'64 * 92166 .92267 .92365 
52 2 .92962 Y.9258 .92652 .9274q .92835 
'53 3 .9292q .93012 ,.93098 *.931i e93267 
64 4 .9.1349 .93514 .93666 .93816 .93963 
55 .. - S*4 . .. 9*2* 2 ,. .94375 --- - 9--5 9 * .99629 
REpRODUC]BILTY OF THE 
ORIGINAL PAGE IS POOR 
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 o9475 .91869 6 .91983 2 9 50?q ..95202
 
57 7 .95307 * 9.95409 . . 5so8 .96oo4 * .95698 i£8 DATA (Y.IaL. )_1 ................
 
59 8 .957d8 .95877 95963 s 96046 
 , .9612860 9 .96237 . 1 4962 L 964 32W.._96503.96sv 






.6 * 6 V2,__969S1_ ,97nQ9_ ,. __Y!7065... 97I.2n
63 C .97i74 .97226 .97277 .97327 .97375
9 7 6 9-oR D 97423 t- . *.97b14 ?.9 75 5 8 tt9? 6 0 1 L
 s E *97aqq * .97685 .97725 , .97802
76 

66 F 7 L 97919? P0,979 .987 267 .*98-I5 * .983.8 .98080 .9811.1
 .98192 
b8 - H 987Z , .92f' 1 .9?8230 
- 98258I .98313 , .98339 , .98365 1 .98390 , .98415 ,
70 dJ .9H44 q - .98q63 .9B.87 * .98SL2 .98532-.-­/I 
 K , .98576 , .9855 .98617 .98638697 ­
72 L .9a6b8 . . 98677 29B96 , 98715c ,98734 /

Is DATA ((I=)1-282.322) /

74 .. . M__,9M75 2 
_ .98769 . * L
98787 * .9880o4 .98821 

71, N .98B7 .98853 .98869 .98R85 , .98901
t6 .. 0 . 9s1s , .9935* , .99165 
_ p99262 t±2 9 34 
_






Q. .9964 ---- y-98. .'970 7 _ __r 9 ?73?.y 997MR -. 99773 .9979 ,.998CJ6 .99820 * 99833' 

.99845o S 9 99874 * .9865.99882 
8! T .99289 , .99896 .99902 . ,99908 .99913
 







93 TWOPI - 2.oP 
____ 

- H~~ALFPI - P1/2.-

.____ 
81 2223 READ (6,H99) IX.JX.IRGNJRGNNSTART.ISO.IPLUHEREX
 
8e IF (IPLOOE.EO.n 
 RETURN
 
139 IF (ILQwO ,AND. JX.EQ.O) STOP
 
90 IF IPLUNE.EQ.2) 
 GO TO 995
 




93 IRCINI. I GN I ....
 
95 











99 TAN62(J) - TANG(_)OOjaf .... 37 CGAMMAIJ) = COS(GAMNA)
i31 H)I.1 / TA*J6(JRGN) 
t0lZ 00 888 J=IJRGN 
-I3 TNG2(J;l) = TANG2IJ) 
109 TTNG(J+l )-TANG (J)-. 
I Ds 888 TTNG2(J-.)nTTNG(J.I).2 
I J TTNG~I)na.O0 
_ .-
-__ 
JOB7 TTNG2( 1) x ,.0 
1j9 C SUUSC TI K IDENTIFIES THE PROPERTY IN THE PROP(K,I.J) ARRAY
I!a .
 C .K-I PATICLL NUMBER DENSITY 
(P/CMoo3?
)1 C K=2 PARTICLE TEMPERATURE (DEGREES KELVIN)
 
55 




112 C K-3 PARTICLE RADIUS (MICRONS) 
1 TV Z t--A IRTIZ -ES(M CROSF lrP*U¥rtk r 
lAM C K5 GAS TEMPERATURE (DEGREES KELVIN) 
116 C K-7 MOETCTIP ORSSRE CPSIA
 
117 C K.8 MOLE FRACTION FOR CO (-)
 
117 C K-9 HOLE FRACTION FOR C02 I-)
 
Ia C K.9 MOLE FRACTION FOR H20C-)
IV... C-K&IO-1MCLE-FhKYION FOR HCL 1-)......
 
120 -DO 882 I=I.IRGWI
 
121 . READ b,88b) H/ill . . . . -. .. . 
!?2 Ztl -..11 (l) . HI • 
_
 
23 0088O U.=IJRGNI -"
 
124 READ S=,88S) (PROPIK.I.J).K-16) 
­
12S READ 'fb.88) (PROPIKlJ)K-7.1O) f
 
12b __PROP( aj.J)PROPfI I.J)/28317. Of.6E,?
 
127 PROP(2*I id.}(PROP(2,1.J/I /q)e.

28 ____ PIOP(3,I ,J)ZPRUP(311 *JI.30.'18 ______________________ 




1 12 DO 884 h=I.IRGN 
3 3 N2CLU 6tAI ) - H/("Z iie*3. 
HIH2C8I I)=I2( +II3-H2CUBE(II
i3S 00 88S JI. JR N 
3)b. .. . .. . - - - - - - - - - -.. . . .. . ._ 
_ 
. )- - - - - - - - - ..... ..  . ..  

137 -VIL) = 
38 IPI/3.3.(TTNCZIJ+l)-TTNG2(J )IHIHZCB(lI 
139 - b6d'B'R .ito 




1 . D.SPJ SPj -SP j .... . .... . .. .... .. ... . ... . 





14 . A-PROPP-.I I .J) -SPJ.HLI C..2.. . .RZ TTNG(I.... 
548 BCSPJ-C20rTNGI() 
V.0 D-C2 N 
1%)--f AI'TNZJ'l..T-i-TNG2CJ) )2CTTGtI.3TNG IJ.3)/3
 




















162 RADIAf 0.0 





-DO 866 1 I *IRGN 
56 




160 	 D0 886 J-.-----JRGN__ 
TG.PHUP(sZJ)e..25 












174 ...... _IF(TG.Gl.I8O.)CABS(2) . 42.4-.0G2'tTG-18O0'.))/30.48
 
178 IF(T).GJ .2700,.)CAFISI2) *.6/3a.8
 





A2. D9_3q = I j 
­
2213 	 CABS(K)-CABS(I3PROP(k+6.1 ,JI.PROPI6.I *J)/l'hl 






161 PLANKL , j 
1.49 DO 688 14u1*qQ 
192 
In - _* 
XC2]IIP@I.8*Cw+..) - _ _ __ -_ __ __ _ 
I 3 00 688 f4.1.40 
j'q .... ...-----	 TO_.00.. IFIX Ml. LE.1010,LG 
195 IF(XIM).LE.2 O0.) GO TO 40I j96 IFIX(MI LE.q09_1 I GO TO _ 
197 IFIX(-).LE:.Onaoo.) GO TO '03 
398 __ 4O IsIl 
199 XC=X(N)/i03O. 
703 	 GO TO q4' 
2U2 	 XCUXItI)-lO.-II-21010 0./00.
 
203 GO TO iq 
?,'4 402 Il' X(M )/230.+92 .. 
XCmI-2oOOa2.-
206 GO TO I0q ­
267 ... . 3 I I2' (-C.2.G3.,272 
?P8 XC=IX)3-q0OOOO..j-iI292)o2O00.)/2000. 
209 4qoqYYt)nY(I)+(Y(IIiI|Y(Itl).XC 
















'II d . . QABS-PLANKA 
219 QEXI=PLANKE 
220 AE=WABS/EXT 
72-1 	 TAUd(PJI I.J );WEXT.iREX.P ."i .J .I.E- - .J.IPRP. 
/23 A TAUP(I.J3.Pl OP q.1 J*-PI.REX.QEXT/30.A8
 
RNPRODUCIBILTY OF THE 
ORIGflAL PAGE IS POOR 
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736 DO 990 IrA IReN
 








241 LI - a
 
242 ISCAT( I.JI.3 
_____
 
213 990 CONTbII - - ' 
_UL 

71'I RADIATNRAD IATFACTR 
'vIiTi(, 772) XNiAVGXXNAVG.VT *RiX * RADIAT2'4t......... _I 10 ______o.__ 
___ ___|__
 
247 IrL(6,107) KC 
pi6 DO 106 1 I.IRG N 
2CO W06NRITE16,108) !.(PROP(K.I.J).JIJRGN)
 
70 .....- 107 FORMAT (// 2PH OUTPUT FOR PROPERTY I3 /1
 




23 READ (',,85) SA.SS.SCSD.SE
 
2'. REAL) 15,88S) SF.SG,SH.SI,SJ
26 iA = S 
2S QB SB 


























273 AI SL-bb) .sr











LOCKHEED-HUNTSVILLE RESEARCH & ENGINEERING CENTER 
I 
LMSC-HREC TR D496763-II 















Z 4RETURN _ 
295 END 
,,P4T .S INTRCP 
ItVR0DUMB]L'Ty OF THE 
sPOORii62.wPAG 
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-3 - - - C CijOCTO S _THE tto'j:CftvYT c_
4 C 
 KPLUME IS THE ORIGINATING PLUME
 
5 C KOUT 
EQ F. IF NOT INTERCEPT ANY PLUME.
 
6- C 
 E_ IOR 2 IF
OUT )ITHINOR INTERCEPT 



















 C XPL AND APL ARE THE X AND A IN 























29 IF (NPL.GT.RLOCI 
 GO TO 2o
 
45 
- 1__207bkOUT.&TAhGT GOT 0
26 
 DO 125 1 1.3 






















3770,T_ GO TO 30038 O"ISWKTCKrr
IF ( fT)/A
 
__.Lr_____o__ GO TO 300
 
3v 
 TZWXPL (I0 .oiFA TF 
---- 0 --- ---IF (T.LTO..OR.TZGT.HPLI
'II DO GO TO 3002SflO 1-=I__ 
_























I SUBROUTINE IOPKT ($,IRMIT.XR.ETPIOI 
2 DI1MENSIONSOJ_ 
_­




5 (jo TO (I00,20f). 10
 







t2 S_II + 3 P
 
13 MM:IIN+Ii ___ 
I±._ (MM..LT _QJ___ Go 
IS WRITE (£0) IRMZTdS(J) J-9O500)

• IF__(M.EQ jO0) WRJTfj6 .|5lI
 
17 WRITE (6,lbOI N.MMIRNIT,(S(J)sJ396,SO0) 
I8Q... IStFORAT IZX±AIHM$14IRNT afl1104 !,IItAR__!A,F1 3 . 6 ) 
19 151 FORMAT t//)
 
21 60 TO 500 
22 200 CONTINUL 
23 IF (iI.E.. I I MM'0 
24 IF IMI.CGT.0) .____O T_____|2 READ (£0) £RMITWISJ). J.£,SOD) 























I C..,o MAIN PROGRAM FOR DUAL PLUME MONTE CARLC'hITILATION
 










3 ) ______7 READ (S,30O2) ICALC
 
B IF (ICALC.EQ.2) 
 GO TO 25




 DO 23 1=1.2
 
I! WRITE (6,3003) I.(PP(IJ).J-l.33.sIGchltpsIII|
 






IS IF (ICAL.EQ.I 
 0 T0 2L0
 
16 C *.. CALCULAIIO4 OF HEATING RATES
 






"20 DO SO K-I,3
 
zi EU SO ,J1.INTNAX
 
22 DO SO I-InNSIOEA
23 bO HIT(I.JK}aO.n 
2. CALL HNUM (NSTARTJ
 
IF (IPLUNE.EQ.3) REWIND I0
 
2A IF (IPLUME.Eg.43 
 GO TO 500
 




29 o00C LL RANDOM (UJ
 
303£ K_PLUMEdI-IF (U.bl.0.S) KPLUME2­
12 CALL RANDON (ul _________ 
33 XNU.O. " *
 
3 CALL EMITT (NRGN.XNU.U.H.RIS.RIl

36 (.0 TO 3 0
 








41 CALL RANDOM (UL
 
















'IV p(2)-RICOSIPHI I 
50 P13 -1HI 'SIN (PHlI I 




£3 WL3)S;I iAT-ASIN(THETA I
 
b4 CAlL TRArJSF (P,Xa.A.KPLUME.0) 
____
 


















62z IH(1.GsT _t I RGNUJL_- - - 6019...j00Q_ 
63 Do 3SO IIX-L.IRGNI 
k. I IJ". III.X))OjA
1F GT .HMZ 
6 IIJEX=IIX-I
6 Jifwx-iJi i 
67 G TO 355
 
6 .. ..- 360 COS4TI tUL .. . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . 
69 35 CONTINUL
 
71 380 CONTINUL 
;2 IF IIPLUM.EQ.31 GO TO 385 
73 GIIILLAbS(SIGtLI)+ABSISIGI2I)+ABS(PSI(I)I+ABS(PSI(2)) 
74--------IF (6iHbL.GTdAi~t&±OR. IP.0j---­
76 G0 T0 3Yr. 






19 IF IIPLUME.EQ.3) 
-,uCLOUTPUTLJilNGN..q) -------
I 430 CONtI1L 
82 GO TO 4Z.
 
03 560 CALL FRTAPL (HI .NRGN.2.
 
,'4 GO TO 3SCO
 
U6 C ... CALCULATION OF VIEW FACTOR
 
. . ...ei H6.... C2OQ- o0O. CON TIMUL . . _____ ___ $7 C e 
as ___ READ .(5t30a 11 JRA Y, STA.RT---­
i9 IF CNFHAY.LC.OI 
 GO TO 3000
 






 IIITGSO . . ..... ... . . . . ...............
 
"S CALL RNUM (NSTART)
 
96 DO 050 K-i3
 
97 DO Z05 JeINTMAX
 














11i6--- 2 CALL_SOHTIJG (X At
 
IU7 C 




RBPRODUO Bhff OF THE 
6tIGNAL PAGE IS PoO1 
H3
 



















121 CALL VFUUTP (NRAY NSTART ,MNITP .MMISS ,1MHZTG.EAREA)
 
122 




124 _ __ 3001 FORMAT (318)
 
12S 30D2" FURMAT iIFS.0I
 
126 __3003_FORMAT I/ l0X.SHPLUME l12.lOXIHLOCATIONPPs_- ,3r9A,12X.
 
127 i 71iSIGMA *,F7.2.6X.SHPSI a *f7.2,SH DEGREES /I
 
128 30q FORMAT (/IOX.?CHPLUME VERTEX ANGLE s *F7.2.8H DEGREES ,8X.
 







ORIGINAL PAGE IS POOR 
64 
LOCKHEED-HUNTSVILLE RESEARCH & ENGINEERING CENTER 




INCLUDE GLOM;LM -- .. . . . . .­
2 ..
3 .. INCLUDE UINPLI5T








2223 CALL INPUT INRGNHbACITR 
7 902 







































27 b ET.PI/12.O. 
. . . .. .
 . .. .. 
 . . . .
 . . .. . ..- . . . 
28 DO 2222 xx ­
29 





1 ISS5 1 ON POINT
31 1 CALL RAFLOI(V­




33 CALL ENIIT(NRGN.X.U.H.RIS.RI) - - ---­
rO TO 4 




































AL -SINETA / COSETA
T I4ETA 









s 8. IF _.l . .
 



















£7 iFLS.LT.-0.0)- I FfII)IZtII.....
 
se ............ F(LS.GL..O.ANO.ZS.LT2Q) IZZ)-1l(21l
-




61 IF( LS.GL.6.O.AND.zs.LT.8.a) IZIS)isLtf})I
 
62 IF( S.GE.SO.AND.zS.LT. 0.1 1(&)SILC6)l
 
63 IF(LS.GL 10.AND.1sLT,12.) IZ(7)SIL(7)+
 




66 IF(LS.6L.j6..AND.Zl.LT.I_.) Il lO)-IZ(IO).I
6)--- - 1F1 Z GL -18 . .AN .LS F ]Z II IZ I II + 1LT.20.) ll 





. 70 T2-ET 
71 TNUPH-THETA-PN|l 
72 IF (TRUPH.GT.TToPI.I TRUPH.TRUPH-TWOPI 
; IFUH LT.OT) TRUPHaTRUPH+TWOPI
 
74 D 8 6 1I 1, 2
 
75 IF (PI1I.GT.TI *AND. PHII.LT.(TIDPH)) IPLHEtl)-IPLME(I)*l

76 __IF (ETA.bT.T2 *AND. ETA.LT.(TZ+DET)) JPLMEIZ)-JPLME(II.I

77 IF ITHEtA.GT.TI .AND" TIETALT.(TI+DPH)) KPLME()ilKPLME(III+ 
78 IF (TRUPH.GT.TI .AND. TRUPH.LT.(TI+DPHI) LTRU(I)LTRU(I)+I 
79 TfI T i OpHA 
80 ___ 86 T2ST2+DLT 
IF H I.I....THIl.GTTWOPIbR.PHi I.LT.O. IOUTSIOUT l
 
s2 IF (ETA.UT.PI) JOUT.JOUT+l
 
83 IF ITHEIA.GT.TWOPI) KOUTSKoUTI
 
al IF ITHUPH.GT.TwgOPI) LOUT.LOUT+l
 
ob IF IJXiNE.JX- GO TO 1112
 
b6 _ __ tRAJ-1
 
87 0d 87 Il,12
 




90 WRIT (6.89) IIPLME(Il),I.,I2)* IJPLHE(J)*Ij-,I2).(KPLmE( ).1..12)
 
9 1 ,TRUII ),1,I 2) .(IL(I) .l,12)IOUTJOUT,KOUT.LOUTN.NTRAJ. 
92 2 dHIT 
93 89 LOM2 ~ - NOi OL Iii H~ 1//2 MIT DE IX.I2ii 
9q4 1 
 lX.2lxN0 OF [MIT IN DEL ETA *IX, 1219/1 
____________
 
"5 2 IX.2IHNO OT EMIT IN THETA *1X.1219 I
 
96 3 IX.2IHNO OF EMIT IN TRU PHI ,IX,I2I9//
 
9)I - 4 lX.2I880 OF tMIT [N DEL 2 *AII//

913 5 IX.3'IHIOUT JOUT KOUT LOUT N NTRAJ NHIT *719 I/

99 1112 c T - ­CO-NTfwU_ 

I C IF (IPLUtIE.EQ.3) GO TO 2222
101-- CALL OUTPUT (HIINRGNno) 
102 2222 CONTINUE
 
103 GO TO 2223
 
















I SUBROUTINE OUTPUT IHI.NRGNKODE)
 









8 96 FORMAT A/2?ZJ2HNNL AVERAGEtoxE
 
7 94 FORMAT 4,13,6x, . I',8X.IPEIO.4,SX.EIS.I.II3,7X9oPFI.o6
 
9 333 FORMAT IIHI)

10 88 FOMA /iX,'4HARiEAAX H NUMBER *8K 5HAREA3
4 (fl,iI I 13HHEAT TRANSFERqX.'IX.qHAREA,8X,8HHIT AREA 
 /3X,
I2 2 
_ 6HNUMBER.6XIIH OF_ HITS ,6X.6HNUMBE.R,9X,SHWZC-MZ
 
13 3 12XIIHBTU/SEC-Fl2,T2 .6HNUMBER 
 I 
I ------- 911 FOR MAT(20X 2HF.,F7..3X,2HGi- F7.3,3x,2HH-,F7.3,3X,2 l- F7.3q3 j­
1S I2HJ-,F7.3/)
16 ISD FORMAT / .........PROPERTIS ! MOHIN UNERGIOS_ / )

17 1'102 FORMAT( // 2AH TP - I DEGREES KELVIN ) 
 /

18 -- I _2&H_ TG-(g jpGRrESCELVIN31 
19 1 2Q11N - I PARTS/CM3 /

'0 ... ... 
 - IS H TAUP - I ­ _ /_ .... ...... ..
 
Zi IH TAUG - I } /
2? 2 ISH TAU 
 - I - I /

3 3 25H NP - MICRONS ) /
 
25 S IS MF - C I /
 
26 -- 73 ,3CH H Z - ~I~ L~-----__
27 I433 FORMAT 
{IaH GAMMA *. IIFII,2 I
 
29 8302 FORMAT I I'.6H TG a. IIEII5 3 "
 
-t~~j40 FORMAT. 1 0'iH- .~I3EI1.S5___-
-____il 1012 FORMAT I 1,6H TAUP, .
IIEII S 

32 -- 1813 FO0RMA TAM1IA 6H T A U G -IE II .___ I 
__________1___ 
33 146i FORMAT I Iq 6H TAUs, IIEII.S I3'] ['108 FORMAT 4 1 6H RP I1jIEII.S_ 

35 I1c9 FORMAT I l',6b A/Lu, IIEIi.s
 
36 . 194. FORMAT_( q6HRAOFK., IlEjI.S I
 
37 1412 FORMAT I I',6H Hl a. IIEII.S / )
 








_FOR-IAT-!0 (6XH GAMMA ,1 IFID.2 I

I1 1603 FORMAT (/14.InH NEMIT =. ll1O I,
42 . . 6"4 FORMAT IB...nH ....ISCAT - IlIC ............... . ...
'13 4605 FORMAT I ['10C H 1 ISCORE a, 11110 
44 
 1607 FOkMAT t I4,1OH REEMITS n* 11110 1 
46 1900 FORMAT I3SHITOTAL NUMBER OF EMISSION/ABSORPTION a .1B.II0,7X. 
17 1 SIIREK a.F7.,7X8RADIAT nIPEIZ.4.6H WATTS /I48.... 
 190 FORMAT (I/ 25H ANIOTROPIC SCATTERING /I)






El 31 FORMATIX.27HON TARGET 
MAIN SIDE SURFACE3i
52 32 FORMATIIAt,3HON_CONSTRAINT DISK PASSING THHU PI)





IF (NPPT.GE.l3 GO TO Infl
 
67 






58 *RITE 16.1402) 
59 --____WRITE( 6,1403 IIGMAII .,RN 
60 K-0 
61 DO 194 1- I,IRGN
 






.RITE(6,406) I.IPROPI II,J),JI.JRGN) 

65 WRITE(6,1812) f. (TAUP(I.J)HJ-IJRGN)
 
66 ______ - RITE(A.j6I3)I 1 ITAUcdI,.J-alJRGNI 
________________
 
67 WRITt (6,107)1. (TAIII(,J), J-I.JRGN)
 
68 ..... WRITE(6, 2908)I(1PROP(3IJ) ,JI,JRGN)__
 
69 'RITE( 611 0 9 I * ( CHIBTA(K*J), J - I*JRGN I
 
70 WRITL(A,I9IO)I.. _!XNHU( KeJ). JaI.JRGN)
 
7£ HZ(I-I I I - "Z(I+II - HI
 
72 WRTE(6. i42)_[__HL( 1+1) 
-
73 HLI + I I HZ(II1 + HI
 
79 3909 KsK+JHGt] 
-____________
 
7b C - OUTPUT START HERE 
76 - 00 -CONTINUE
 




79 #RITI6.9I) QAqfl.QCoDQE 





82 1__903 WR!TEIA,1906) - - _________ 
_____________
 
83 IF (IPLUMLI.EQ.4) GO TO 200
 
89 1906 RRITLI6,1600) 
_j b-RITLI hR I601 ) I GAMAX(J) * J.I.JRGN) 
ks7 DO& 16 32 ! IIG 
ti8 LXsL+JRUN-I
 





92_ 3602_WRITC (6.3609) . (I CATIIr. __J.I,JRGN)_______________93
93 200 CONTINUE
 
99 C FOR LOCAL THERMODYNAMIC EQUILIBRIUM
 
9 IRMIT - 0
 
96 DO 75q J = I.NRGN
 
9 759 IRHITIRIT.IREHIT(J) 
98 XA FLOAT(M+IRM!T) 
________________________ 
99 
loo 00 899 K=INTARGT 




103 DO 893 L-i,3
 
13 IF (IbOUY(K).GT.3.ANO.L.NE.I) GO TO 893
 
IUb IFTIIOUYK)GT.2.NO.L.EQ.2I Go TO 893
 
106 WRITE (6,1900) M.IRMIT.REX.RADIAT 
317 *RITE(6,1909) K
 




£ 3 0 GO TO 1S_ 
_ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ 
I11 £2 WRITE(6,32) 
RBPRogOIC$T OF TLI 
, PAGE 12 POWO ,OIGINA 
68
 
LOCKHEED-HUNTSVILLE RESEARCH & ENGINEERING CENTER 
LMSC-HREC TR D496763-Il 
112 GO TO IS 
ii) -13 WRIT*E(6,33) 
1214 I.. CONTINUE 
II " - PRINT 883 
I b NASNAREA(K.L) ! 
I11 RGKNT3 
lk. .... RINGAVaZ ________ __________________ 
I 6016 U8 J=ItNA 




1)1 __ TO 25
 














E_.6 ,9 1- ,J i _MI1 0_ _ . W T 1,t 5 PL JIQ.N.QN8IY t LMTARXA____ 
131 . GKNT=RGKNT+I.Q 
132 RIN6AVr(INGAV+QN------- n . -

IJ (IbKNT.LT.UATA(KIl) 1688






























LLE.ALB tNZ22TPFS.PiNGEA ___________ _______________________ 
i SUROU-TINE PIGEA4 C,P.A,ROO-S fiPS­
2 ____ DIMENSION C Ia) .P(3) ,A(3I.FROOTS(q.2) _____________________
 






.6 IF ( A8S(A I I)ILT.EPS I GO TO I ________________
 





ID10 ___ A3IA(I31/AII) ­
3 

If I I- Ii (2 F43I*2('kI 1-C CS )A3I+C(6&A21 -A31IZ) -AZI.2C 1 
12 - o-2.0.C (2) APL.WI+2.nOC I3).A31.W2tC C')WI+C(S).W2+C(6)- .1*A31.WI _____ 
1 4 Q3-C t21l -2+C( 3)SWV2*2+Ct6).W IIW24.CI8)9*I+CI9)fi2+C( I0)
 
15 IF IABS( II) .LT.EPSI Go0 TO0 121
 
16 CALL UUAUEQ(UI ,O?.t 3 .XIA.XIHIA.XIB.XIMIB.IFLAG)
 
IFIFLA6.EQ.3) GO TO 1091
 
IN _ GO_CO 122 - - -

IVY i IF (AoSfld2).L.T.EPS) GO TO 101
 
20 XIA--Q3/U2 ­








26 GO__T7 .01 2 ....... _ _ __ __ _
 











314 tW2s2.3*C(3l AaZ.-I3+C *XICS)A32XIC(6lW3C8)C( )OAS

(- Ih--A iU);Ai.2C( 3) .53.i*-2+CIS5)XiO-'W3+C(7)*XII9)A*W3+-C-( -)
 
36 ____IF I AJS( WI4I LT.EPS I GO TO 123 
37 CALL IjUAOECI(UI.(J.3.X2A.XIM2A.X28.-X1IM-2-a .FL AG)
 

















148 KIAaXI __________________________ 





S2 QI.C (3) _________________________________ 

S3 Q2-C(6)*XI+C(t *X2+C (9)
 
S4 3-ii) Xl-*2.C (2) *X2 -2+CI'42 XI.)2+C(7) 1IC (e) X2*C CIDI
 
70 










CALL QUADEQ(Q ,.Q?__Q3tX3AtX|M3A._X38.Xi_3IFLAGI 
IF (IFLAG.EQ.3 GO TO tot 
60 TO 102 





__L_ CONTINUL _ 










ROOTS(I,2)- X IB 2 - - -






















IiiC fN31JiiibbS~t eS iPASS 





CHECKI-C(7) A(I)+C( ).A(2).C(9).A(3 )
a 
Go TO iO57fA~~1CK.TES 






i1" ',TP I ) A2 I P (II 
12 v2 Pt3)-P31-P(l)
 I O )/ f C 7 |+ C i 8 i A 9 ) A 3 1
(C ( ) ' 

13 X. uw:. 




16 GO TO 1" 2
 
17 1 IF A SiA(2)).LT.EPS) GO TO 2
 
__..




p ( I ) ___F_ _I_ _ __7_I2 0 x I. 9_ V 




23 GO T0' 13Z
 
24 2 XI=P(I ­









SMN tq1=R'ANGEIFPTi3 ,Pt2),Pi31.X2sX3)31 -GO To Ila32 

( I ) + P ( + I I
 
34 CHECK2C(7J*P cI)* 23C4)P3) CC

















.22-- T XQJTH STRAIGHt LINE A"RALCEL TO THE PLANE.) 








LOCKHEED -HUNTSVILLE RESEARCH 8&ENGINEERING CENTER
 
LMSC-HREG TR D496763-Il 
LEE-ALBINZO2*TPFs.QUADEQ
 
I SUBROUTINE QUADQ (AtBC,XRI.XIMI XR2.X1421|FLAG)
 
3 DISCCUQ*2-q.O*A*C 





A: XIHIaSSRTI-DISCIIn2.O.A) ____ _ ____________ 
la 60 TO £0O 
11 60 IFLAG-2 














? 0 . __ Ejj __ _ __ __ _ __1________I_________5 
25 WRL.TEI&,II) A.d.C 
7 l WRITE(6,l2) XRI.XIMIXRZ.X1M2 
GO TO _ _ 
29 2 WRITE(6.I3) XRI.XIMI.XRZ.XIM2 
i GO TOq S ____________ 
31 3 WRITE(6,l'41 XQI.X!MIXR2.XIM2 
32 5 RETURN A_ __ __ __ __ _ __ __ __ __ _ 
33 II FORMAT---/2X33HCOEF£iCENTS 6F UADRATIC EQUATION.8X,2HAS.E12,S. 
34 8X.2B=,EI2.S.8X.ZHC..EI2.S) 
35 12 FORMAT(IX,28HUNEQUAL REAL ROOTS --- XI. (,EI2.oSH ) + I IEI2.&. 
36 *2H I1,/33X.5H1X2 C_(1 E £2 - . a H) ti I±EIZ2.S5t2H I I________ 
37 13 FORHAT(|OX28HEQUAL REAL ROOTS --- Xi. (,E12..8h I; I (.E12.5. 
38 
39 |' 
*2H/3 3X. H x 21, Ei12.5,A8H 1*A 
FORMAT(I£A.ZBHCUNPLE. ROOTS ---
2.S5.,2H )----------__-____ 
Xl. (E12.S.BH + I (.EI2.5. 




gm 1011L lyOF THE13 POOR 
73 
LOCKHEED -HUNTSVILLE RESEARCH & ENGINEERING CENTER 
LMSC-HREC TR D496763-Il 
LLE-ALbN2O2TPFSQUICKP
 
r- 5-Ugk---uyTE--E- Q I {Pcijt7ABTctxK) 
a INCLUDE DIMLIST
___
3 DiMENSION C2I5)hC3(S). XNN(5).T(5)
 
4 DATA C2(1).C2(2),C2(a) .C2I9),C2f5)/
 
~6 2/
7DATA _C3( II .C) z .CE3 .fiF.3(8 .f5lS,.3SIpeie.S.9. /
 
DATA Tf(ii. T(21,!If 32 3 IT(1 )'"T(fS)/ ______ to I 0Q.,Z260..220n.,2lSO..210o./ 
II IRGN 
 9 
12 JRGN - 5 (3 NRttN =lRGN.JRGw 
19 IRGNI = IRGN t (I5 JRGNI.- a JRGN + I 
16 XN - PC - 20. 
37 PK =PC / PAM8 
18 XNN() 95XN 
1-9 * I.INiXN 
I20 XNN(3) S XN 
22 XNNIS) a *BXN 
23 IF(PKL.Lt.6I1.)GGAMMA - 2. + .0250 PK 






DO 131 Juj,5 
28 GAMMA - GAMMA + GGANMA 
29 GAMNAXIJ) - GAMMA 
30 
31 G GAMMA*PI/1en.COAlIMAIJI =b05(G 
32 
33 TANGIJ)..TANG2(J) TANIG)= TANG(J).*2 
34 rNG2(J+I) * TANG7(J) 
35 TTNG(J+)I -
36 101 TTNG2(J+|II TTNG(J+I)t02 
37 TTNG(_ i a 0.0 
38 TNGZ(I) : 0.0 
39 TTNG2(l)= 0o 
40 HI . I./TANG(5) 
41 HZ(I) * 0.0 
42 HZ(2) 0.2 
43 HL(3) c.4 -







47 H1(7) '4.0 
48 
- 9 
HZ8) a 6.0 
H (9) - 8.0 
50 M. 1H (03 -a 1.0 
sI DO 102 1-1.10 
52 102 H11l) = HL(I)+HI 
53 L-O 
r4 DO (.4 I - I.IRGN 
66 H2CUbE(I) HZfl),.3 
REPRODUCIBILITY OF THE 
ORIGNAL PAGE IS POOR 
74 
LOCKHEED-HUNTSVILLE RESEARCH & ENGINEERING CENTER 
LMSC-HREC TR D496763-II
 
BA NIH2CB(II a HZ(lel)0*3 - H2CUSE(I)
 




-9 V(L) * P1/3.0 e(TTNG2(J4I)STTNG2(J) )IHIH2CBLII
 
-60 X- PI.HI..2*(TTNG21J+ IT1NG2JH)etHZ4I*1IIHZII) IV(LI 
61 PROPIII.J) * XNNCJIOX 












































3 C AN15OTROPIC SCATTERING
 







8 ...... .701 ETAUsSA
 










Li GO TO 905
 
IS 70ETADSB­














2j 60 TO VOS
 
















32 712 PM21 3-(S9+2.0* (U*AIC-C3)P.583

33 IF(P11213.LT,.O} PI1213*0.O 
34 ETAOaSO-58.SFSQRTIPM213)
 




37 60 TO 9CS 
38 71q ETAUtPI-SURT(AK.Il.G-Ult2.OC(PI-SEI/SI3 
39 905 CALL HANDOM(U) 
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59 IIS COSETA - RZ,
 
60 SINETA - SQRT(Ip.COSETA*42)
 
61 TANEFA - SINETA / COSETA 















3 cOh/weSifLT, 1O,.sID IDAREAIKRING.KPHI DISTNSDxx(3)

' DIMENSION C(|o) .P3)ACI).St II
 






















16 0O 900 NDATA.I.NTARGT
 
If 
_ DO SOD lI I alO 

19 560 CtII CLF(NUATA.1F

20 IF (IUOUY(NDATA) EQ.5) 
 GO TO qOI21 IF(LUOYINATA.EJ.6) 














Za IF (ICHUSE.LT.41 GO. TO 4O4
 
30 PDOs 31 2
III
 31 '40 CALL CHUSEIPI.P2.ROUTS,SMIN.IOUT).

32 IF(IOUT.fjL.O GOTO 'OU
 
33 
 GO TO 402
 
34 '0I CALL PINGEBIC.P.A.SMINIPASS)
 
3T IF (IPASS.EQ.I) GO TO q02
36 GO TO IO-­
38 IF (ItOUY(NDATA).NE6) 
 GO TO q03
39 CALL DI5K (I.NDATAPA;TINIHIT)
 
90 












46 IF ISUNCHK.GT.EPSI 
 GO TO '400
 
'47 IF (LDI.N1E) GO TO 41l1

'I8 IF II3OLYNOATA).NE.5) GO TO 
'112 
_ ______________ 








br PLA3ATIG" SI-%INI ).StlIN(g2iSIlN 43I. 
78
 
LOCKHEED -HUNTSVILLE RESEARCH & ENGINEERING CENTER 
LMSC-HREC TR D496763-II
 
56 * DATA(NDATA.I3)*DATA(NOATA|2)*OATA(NDATA.13) 
57 * DATAINDATA.II)3DATA(NOATAL5),DATACNOATA16) ) 
58 PLAQ ATRIG! SMNI ) SMIN (2) S.hIN(3k... 
59 0 DATACNDATAS),OATA(NDATA,6),DATACNDATA.7b, 
60 * DATA NVATAtl|)DAjA INOATA1 5) LDATA(NUATA, 1 _ __1 
61 PCHECK-PLAREAINUATAi-(PLAI+PLAZ+PLA3PLAI 
62 IF IABS(PCHECKIPIAREA(tNATA).GT.EfSI GO TO 100 
03 O TO 412 
65 IF (IUI.EQ.I sAND. IBODY(NDATA).LE.2) GO TO L43 
66 IF IlLI.LQ.2) .O TO '115 
67 40 TO 450 
68 -115 IIHIRAIGL(SMINI)t§M1N2),SMIN(3)IDATAINOATArSLDATA NDATA 9). 
69 * DATAINDATALP)) 
70- - G TO- 4 -.- ---- ---­
71 '433 HHI RAN(EISMINC I) SMIN(2) .SMIN13).DATA(NDATA S) DATA(NDATA&631 
72 * DATA(NtIATA.7LL 





(HHi.GT.RCHECK.OR.HHI.LT.RR1NG(NDATA.IDI|) GO TO 400 
76 q_4I .9TNUE- __- ________________ 
/7 IF (DIStNS.LT.SMIN(MI) GO TO 40 
78 DISTNS=bMlINf) 
79 IUNUATA 
dl IF (IbOOY(NDATA).EQ.6) IDAREA-IHIT 
8 2 - - -X X I k)*SMI-NIII 1- -- - - --- -- -------- ---­
83 - XX(2)SMIN(2) 
8'4 XXI 3) SlHN (3) 
AB 900 CONTINUE 
---- FIEAtkQY(NA 1AifltAtGl3-L-90 T 90 
b7 'SO IUIIDI-I 
88 IF tIUI.GT.21LGO - 9fl30.__ 
89 IF IIHiODYINDATA).GT.2 sAND. IDI.EQI) GO TO '50 




C II7DISKEQON A T )A 
?3 CI8)DI5KLW(NOATA.2) 
99 C 19 L-Oi S KL QINUA TA.I-!__ 
95 GO TO (31,32)ID 
96 431 C(I)ZDI5KEQ(NDATA,') 
97 GO TO 401 
98 
99 
'432 CI 1fl)-OISKEQINODATA1 I 
GO TO '40­
_ ____ 
100 $?0 CONTINUE 
303 IF II*RITEsEQ.O O To 302 
102 WRITE(6.5) P(II).P2),P(3),A(I).A(2.AI3) 
103 IF IID.Eu.0I 60 TO 301 
10'4 WRITE(6t7!_iD,IDISK.DISTNS.XX( I)XX(23 .XXcZ) 
105 G TO 302 
196 33 RITE(f6, 80 _ _ _ __ 
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ |O7 302 CONTINUE 
.- IF (I8OUYUIOIEW.1i GO TO lo00 
109 IOAREA-0 
I . I D,LW.O ) GO 0. 0 0I00 ...... . .............. . .. .. 
ill IF hI)ISK.NE.C2 roG TO 1300 
REPRODUCIBILITY OF TI-8 
79 ORIGINAL PAGE IS POOR 








 DO 110 
-Ils£NTOTAL
 
5 TVIE*SRANGE(XXffI, XX(2 fXXI3 I ,VECT6(iDUII 
 9ECTOWID.1Ie
 
116 * VECTOR ID, .3))
 
l7 IF CTVL,I.GE.ss) GO TO 1in
 













.2J IF IIBUUY(IDI.NE.q4) GO To 101
 
129 .. . P2pIHANGEIDATACID1 B),DATA( ID,)tDPAT AHO.IO).

12a ,





127 D_-_-5o-Ts-(UATA(ID,Gl..nATAC 30.8£ )O(YX( I ) -ATA(l0, I























10 IF (GAHIIA.GE.PHIRII.AND.GAMMALT.PHIRNZI GO TO 
IDS
 








TO 135 ---------j'iS £03 NF-NF-I 
£16 IDAREA-IUAREA.NARC
 




iq9 NillF IDAHE-i /NA







- PIA=RANGEDATAID.5).DATAID.6)DATA(ID, VECTOR(I0.IDAREAfls7 

£53 * VECTURI D.!DAREA.21,VECTOR(IDIDAREA.3)
 
S IF (PIT.LT.PIAI GO TO LV191____________




5/$ PI£=RAN(E(UATA(ID.S 6ATA(OD,6) ,.ATA.10f.71fVECTOR(ID.zPl I,
 








I63 60 TO l 6
 




166 Pl11WA 16(DAA(I._ 3 *_ATA(ID.6),DATA(ID.7) VECTOR(Io.IpI* ),

167 TORH11D IP 2}VECTOtUIO.Ip£I3))
-V-C 
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168 PIAB.(P A*PIBIa/2o 










GO TO I503 
IDAREAtN AREAIIDl|NFVAREA(IDIDAREA) 
1 . 11_00 CONTINUE 
271 I O1SK.E;; 3 GO To 20 
t7u PNXHXX(It- DATAIIOL&) 
179 PRYCXXIZI-UATA(ID,6) 
IHO P. Z'3XX( -DA II-L. ,A...






P)X-XxI).DATAt o 8) 
183 PRY-XX(2)-DATA(I0.9) 
_ 
1IL 12ri NtG NCNING(IDo.IDIsK)
 
Iv? ir (NNG.LE.I) GO TO IIOq
 
108 .... 
 .00 1 S I KKS2,NR-._­
iB9 RAVEHa({MEANC(ID.KK.IDISK) RMEANC(IDKK.II0SK)1/2.0 
I9Fr (-PR..lA E.LJARAVER3I GQ3O_11k2 
192 £101 CONTINUL 
192 KRING N ,WRG 
1"3 GO T 1103 
19 1 102 KRIN GKK-I 
... ........ -_.._ 
199 GO TO £103 
196 I Iq KRING.= 




9i9 SiGNS=PRx.snr(ii,1. IDISKItpRYOSREr lD.2.IDISK) 
2(10 *F'dZ.SH EF(II,3.I5f 
701 ALNGT.HANSE(TREF(IDIIOISK)*TREF(IO.2.IDISKI.TREF(ID.3.IDISK). 
202 






_________2U5 ROTANbS ILNT/OENO 
.....
 




208 IF (SIGNT.G.n.6.AND.SIGNS.GE.O.0) GO 
To 1301
 
209 IF (SIGITLE.0.0OAND.SIGNS.GE.0.O) 
GO TO 1301
 
210 ANG.2.0 PI-CHECK......... ................
 




















221 IF (lItJiiE.E.o£ GO TO ln0
 
222- ...- - R- TE 6 31 11 KRING.KPHI.ANGI 9CRINCII D.KRINGIDLS i5ARQAI 
223 1OOt RETURN 
81
 







724 ~ ______ tAT(/aIX. I'HEMISSIONPOINToaX.6HPIXI )a.EI l.S2X.6Hp(XZ).CEIaUS.
227 * 2X.6HPiX3)s.EII4102X. 7NDIRECTION COSINES13EI2.) 
728 7 FORHATtJXL4HHIT TARGET NO.Ia2X,&HIDISK.I2.4X L_ 229 9HUISTANCE.EII.5.SX.3HXIEI I.5.3-.3Hx2sE- I.S-3X.3HX3..EIIt) 
230 . ..... 8 FORNAT(ZA.I9HNO IMPINGEMENT)
 
232 121 FORMATI3i.iIHAREA INDEXC.13,3X,22HOF TOTAL NO. OFiAREAS.,I3,SX.
 
232 02GHFRUSTU (AXIS DIRECTION) NO..13.3X.I7HVIEW POINT AREA .EIO.4Q)
 
233 Jill PURMAT(3X,2H'CONSrRAINT DISK RING NO..13.3X.7HPHI NO., 
234 * 13,3X,I.iHANGLECCLOCKWISE .FS.3.3X. 7HVIEW POINT AREA -.EIO.Q. 









F SUBROUTINE SPHEREIWAVE RADIUSINDEX-.QEXTQABSI
 
. 2 





'4 DATA KONTRLv NGH / 
 SNGLOSA





-A Al AIS AR # AREA * AREAl ARS * SNGLOZOO a B Al ~?___s L__ BRS * SOOI 
9 C CCA 0 tEXT CHIZERo ClI CONST CR SNGLOI2O 
ID 0 CRP * (CA DEN * DI * DR t DXR SNGLOL3O
11 E DY! * DYR DIP6 * EN! * ENR EXT SNGLOI40 12 F FAC , FACTOR, F] * FIFTY.X2--OU. * FR SNGLOISO 
13 G GREAT * HALF , ONE a PI RATIO * SNGLOI.60 
I.. ___ Rp R X- R RXZ . RyI RYR _L4GLOt70
15 I SCA * SIGI SIGR * SMALL . THR TI SNGL0ijO
lb J TIGN * TR T%!Ow 
_TWOPI, XL SNGGOI9O17 K Y YR Z * ZER * DARG DBLEF SNGLO2001 t ' ..GR - B.. J S . . . 6 A S N G L 0 2 1 0 
I9 DATA NN/120/ 
 SNGLO27 
20 EQUIVALLNCE CNNUIBER) .. 
 5NGL0290
 
Ol jinn).6£(z) . SNGL0300
'IMENSIUN CHI£}PS 
22 EQUIVALLNCEL fA(I .1CHII|i A))I 1 )PSUI{11 SNGLO310~. 

23 I (R(l.l)* GRII)) ,(B(,21 
 GI(Ill SNGL0320 
24 COMPLEX INDEX. ,Q -CARG . . .SNGLO.410 
25 EQUiVALLNCE IJNDEX.CARG).(X,DARG) SNGLOq20







29 ____ DATA TIUIN /I.nEn/ SNGLO70 
30_..DATA SMALL,REAT.FFIy#D IDp.P 3IJ.O~3SSOQ IOE,&/ SNGLO80.3i SNJLF(OAtb) - DARG SNGLO490
 
32 . . . .. 5 RTFtljAHG) - S RTCOAR6) ..................
 
_ SNGLOSQO33 REALFiCANGI - kEALICARG) 
 SNGLOSIO 
-3- - AIIAF (CARA)-a A~iNAG (CAR 6 
____________________ S N G LOS2035 EXPF(IDANG - EXPCDARG} 
 SNGLOS3O
 
3b COSF(DARI)._. COS(DARG) SNGLOSO 
37 SINF(OARG) 
_ SIN(DARGI SNGLO5SO
30 IFIXF(DARG . IFIX|DARGI 
 SNGLO560
 
39 ALOGF(DARGI . ALOG(DARG) 
 SNGLOS7O
 
-10 A6SF(UAGI . ABSIDARGI 
 SNGLOS80
 i FLOATFUl) - FLOAT(t) 
 SNGLOS9D
 
42 DBLEF(RAHGI RARG .
 SNGLO600
 
43 KTRL * KONTRL * I SNGLOS20
 
44 GO TO I2nOI *2CC2 .03)_iKTRL 
 SNGL0830

-4b 2001 CONTINUL 
 SNGLO930
 
'6 DABS - ZER 
 SNGLO980
 
147 URPR * LER SNGL0990
 
q'8______ COSTHE -ZER SNGLIO0O 
'9 ALBEOD a LER SNGL1010
 
SO AREA____ P!.RADIAJS.2 
_____-_________sI ANLAI * AREA,(rOu.P|i NGLIaDOSNGLIC 
53 A551_T £7 TO JUMP! SNGLIOS 
54 
- AbSIGN 22 TU JUMP2, SNGLIO6O
 









56 C ENTRY QMIESCIWAVERADIUSINDEXSIGMA.QEXT.QABS.GRPR.COSTHE. 
 SNGLIOBC
 
£7 C- LALBEDO) 
 SNGLI190

s8 2002 CONTINUE 
 SNGLI100
59 AREA - ONE 
 SNGL110
60 AREAl - ONE SNGLI120
6I ASSIGN £0 TO JUMPO 
 SNGL31130
 
62 ASSIGN 16 TO JUMPI
63 ...... ASSIGN Zj'TO~JUMP2------"- SNGLI14O 
- - - - - SNGL£I50­
z 3_f-'-,jmpY-SNGLI1£5064 GO TO 10000 
 SNGLI160Sb----- ENTM CI tS WAVER61US 
_lk0EXV§'GMA QEX qAS.RRCOSTRE.SNGL1170
66 C IALBEDO) SNGLI180

*7
" 20(3 CONTINUL 
 SNGLI£90
 
, .... AREA -PI'RADIUSfl2 
 SNGL1200




____ ASSIGN £0 TO JUMPO SNGLI220
71 ASSIiN I6 TO JUHPI 
 SNGLI280­72 ASSIGN 21 TO JUMP2 
 SNGL12qO
73 GO TO IC0O 
 SN1G6L250
74 10000 CONTINUL 
 SNGL£260
75 JNUEX-- fNDEi 
 SNGL1270 
76 514G 4 LE 
-R SNGLI280­
78 EXT a AER SNGL1300
i SCA ZER 
"-
 SNGLI310
80 RPR * ZER SNGL1320 
AR * LESNGL£330f 




 84 B1 LAER 
 SNGL1360
h IF(LENGTH*EC.n) LENGTH a NN SNGLI37­






b6 .. 10999_FORHAT(7IHIARRAYS IN CALLING PROGRAM 00 
NOT AGREE WITH TI.OSE IN SUSNGLI4OO







92 A * TWOPIOORLEF(RADIUSI/DBLEFIWAVE) SNGL1qo
93 RiX a ONE/x SNGL1 Sn-­94 
 RX2 RX.02 .
 SNGLIq60
95 N 
 a 5 * X)(F ;t SIFIXF{EXPF3ALOGFIX/TWO)/THRI) SNGL1470-­96 NI N + 1 
 SNGL1480
97 H * N SNGL-9-­9
98 L 
 N - 2 SNGLI5OO
 




 RITE(6.999) WAVE.RADIUS.3NDEXX.N.LENGTH 
 SNGLIS2O
 
.102 lIIH, RAIUS *.EIS.8/24H INDEX OF REFRACTION * (,2EIS.8)9H. KA a *SNGLISQOIO3 2E15.8.1iWREQUIRES N a * I4, 32H ARRAYS ARE DIMENSIONED BY NN * SNGLISS0
 
10q 314/35H RECOMPILE nITH LARGER VALUE OF NN.)
1u .... . . sfOp5 .. . . . . . SNGLIS60




1U6 1003 CONTINUE 
 SNGL 180
iu7 CHILER a COSFIX) SNGL I£9O
lod CHICII SINF(X) + CHIZERoRX SNGL1600
 
Ito CONS? * THR 
-SNGLI620
 
I-1I I ; iS _ - N G L 1£ 
63 0
 
REPRODUCIBILTY OF TH 
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- CONST + * 
*-CHI(I.2! * CHIII-I)*CONST.Rx 
SNGL640 
SNGL1650 






1OX.. . FLOATIM * LL,_ 21RX - X/FLOAJ26(N 4 LL 
DXH ONR- XTOCONSTOR T ONE) 
C -----RAT.ID FLOAT(2*(N * LI) * I)ORx 




DO 2 J I L 








LOCKHEED-HUNTSVILLE RESEARCH & ENGINEERING CENTER 
LMSC-HREC TR D496763-1I
 
56 C ENTRY QMIESCIWAVERADIUSINDEX.SIGMA,QEXTQABSQRPRCOSTHE, SNGLIOO
 
S7 c JALBEQO) SNGLI00:
 
58 2006 2 CONTINUE 
 SNGL.1£00
 
59 AREA ONE 
 SNGLIIIO 
60 AREAl - ONE SNGLI120
 
61 ASSIGN 10 TO JUMPO 
 SNGL1I3O
 
62 ASSIGN 16 TO JUMP! 
 SNGL 1140 
- 3 ASSIGN 2-i1TO 'JUMP2 SNGLI-150
 
64 GO TO 1000 
 SNGLI£60
6b C ENTRY CM1LSCIwAVE;RAos;TNbEk.SGMAQExTQABSQRPRCOSTHE, SNGLI170 
b6 C IALiEDO) 
 SNGLI180
 
67 2003 CONTINUE 
 SNGLI90 
68 ARLA a PI*RAUIUS*#2 SNGL1200 
69 . AREA I AREA SNGLI2,10 
7a ASSIGN 10 TO JUMPO 
_ SNGLI220 
71 'ASSIGN 6 TO JUMP! SNGLI230
 
72 ASSIGN 21 TO JUMP2 SNGLI240 
73 GO' TO 1,000 SNGL 1250 
74 10000.. CUNTINUL ___SNGL£260 
75 JNDEX = INDEX SNGL i70
76 SIGR a 2ER SNGL1280 
/7 %1QI LER SNGL1290 
78 EXT - LER SNGL1300 
79 SCA a LER SNGL1310
 
00 RPR LENR SNGL1£3 
8 
 AR = LER SNGL£330 
8z A LER SNGLI34(
83 LER -- 5NGLI350 
04 RI & LEN 
 SNGLI360 
8b IFILENGTH.EQ.0) LENGTH - NN SNGLI3i0 
86 IFILENGTH.EQ.NN) GO To It1000 5NGL1380 
b7 WRITEI6,1YL999) SNGL£390 
Be 10999 FORHAT(71HIARRAYS IN CALLING PROGRAM DO NOT AGREE WITH THOSE IN SUSNGLIqO_ 




I9 C uTIn"d 
 SNGLI436"
 
92 X TWOPI.OBLEFIRADZUSI/DBLEFIWAVE) SNGLIqO
 
937X * OME/x SNGLINSO94 RX2 = RXK02 SNGLq60
95-- N IFIXF(XY * SiFIXP(EXPFiALOGFiX/TWO/THR)) SGLI4q70­
96 NI = N +I SNGLIR'0 
97 N N - SNGLI490 
98 L N - 2 
_SNGLI500
 
99 IVIN.LE.NNI GO TO loon SNGLISID­
io WRITEL6,999) WAVE.RADIUS.INDEX,X.N.LENGTH SNGLIS0 
lOt 999 FORMAT(I4HISUBROUTINE-SPHERE-CAL--D-WIYH AVELENGTH a ,EIS.S. SNGLIS3O 
102 I1H. RAUIUS *.E5.8/24H INDEX OF REFRACTION a I,2EIS.8,9H1 KA a *SNGLIS40 
173 2EIS.U.IqH REQUIRES N .* I4 32H ARRAYS ARE DIMENSIONED BY NN a * SNGLRSO 
2J4 114/35H RECOMPILE WITH LARGER VALUE OF NN.3 SNGLISaO__ 
,Us STOP SNGLI570
 
106 £020 CONTINUL 

___SNG LIS80 
IZ7CHI ER DaCOFi IT__ SNGL 1590
 
.,o8 CHilli) SINFIXI + CHIIER*RX SNGL1600
 
ti9 CHII2) =-CHIZER * CHI(I)o3.ORX SNGLI6IO
 




LOCKHEED-HUNTSVILLE RESEARCH & ENGINEERING CENTER 
LMSC-HREC TR D496763-l 
112 	 CONS? a CONST + TWO 
 SNGLI6QO

133 CHIlII *-CHI(1e23 + CHI(1I3*OCONSTSRX SNGLI6SO
 
liii 1 	CONTINUE
I 1S CONST 2FLOATF(N LL-- 21 	 -~I60SNGL 1670

C ---- -16DXR a FLOAtLM + LL * 2)*RX - XiFLOAT(2*CN + * 5)SI) SNGLI6O
 
117 DXR * CONST*RX - X/ITWOCONST t ONE) SNGLi69F
 
119 C ----- RATIO a FLOAT(2.(N + LL) + JI*RX SNGL1700
 




 LL * £ SNGL1730
122 	 O0 2 J -L 
 SNGL£730
 
£23 	 * -SNGL1I7110
 
Ios I osr-t SNGL 750
 
125 C--- CONST a FLOAT(I * N + I) ..
 3NGLI7,70

12 __ 	 C OFISTAR ... ........ .... .. 
 S NGL I7 8 0
127 	 DXRT FAC - ONE/IOXR + FAC) SNGLi7v06 
L RATIO *0 _ ~PL&) AI2. 	 uA - ~RX - ONI/RkWo SNGLIBOQ--RATIO M(Th'OCONST - THR).RX - ONE/RATIO SlGL IS 10
 
13d 2 	CONTINUL 
 SNGLI-_O2 .-­





 ... L IM)-.- SMALL RATIO -S133 	 GLIzaq
C-.CONST 	 FLOATI2-IN + LLI + I 
 SNGLi380
 
-1T - ONS TfiO - T - THR SNGL3860









_______________ 	 SNGL £880
 
SNGLI890





C---- CONS? 	 FLOA1tI + 3) SNGL 2920
191 	 CONST CONST - TWO 
 SNGL2930
j92~ ~~. . J-!LL_~ A±LII£.! ______________I93 3 	CONTINUE O i SNGLI90
 
~~ ~Ab5f(jPSIIIL 











]49 I * i(TIRSkX..2 - ONE)JAI - A2*RX)6*o2) SNGL2010"
 





1] PS6l() s FACTOR.PSICI) 
 SNGL2030
 
15Z 	 HOLD - PSII) SNGL2'3qO
16.3 	 rAC . PSI(l)/(PSIII)* 2 + CHI(1i'.2) SNGL206O

ISM. 	 PSI(I_ * FAC*PSjI I 
 SNGL2060
 
SCHI- IT-- FAC. CHI I) . ....... .. .. . .S.2-70
256 4 CONTINUE 
 SNGL2oso
 
157 FAC * OE1/CONE +t* 
 S146L2090'158 	 GRl) -RX + FAC.RX




-. CONST s ONE 
___ SNGL2120 
'il 6 6 6 5 -2 .. .




163 	 CONST CONST * ONE 
 SNGL2150
 
141... 	 RXN *CNJjSNG46L21I60 
16b 	 DEN RAN - GR(I-11 5NGL2170
 
166 --- C_ OtE/(DEN.*2 + Gz( l**) 
 SNGL2 10
 
j67 CR(1) -RX4N + FACtOEN ... ... 
.. .. . ....	 SNGL2190 
87 
LOCKHEEO-HUNTSVILLE RESEARCH & ENGINEERING CENTER 
LMSC-HREC TR D496763-II
 
68 6111) - FACOGMI.Il SNGL2200 
i 69 S CO0NTIN UE 9"NGLC22 D1* 
170 FR - REALFiINDEX) SNGL2220 
171 F1 - ABSFAIMAFIINDEX)I s5GL2z3o 
t72 FAC - FRt*2 + FJ02 SNGLZZO 
173 JF(FAC.(T.OIOP6) GO TO 15 SGLfl25O­
!74 EJ *-FR/FAC SNGL226D 
!76 .- Z . XStRTFIFAC)- SNGL2280 
177 YRs -tXFR SNGL2290 
178 YI = X.FI SNGL2300_ 
179 FAC * ONE/(YR*2 + YI..2) SNGL2310 
I80 RYR - FACSYR 5NGL2320 
I RY!I -FAC.yI SNGL23,30 
182 IDYR - LER . SNGL23'O4 
183 DYI - LER SNGL2350 
11 IFIL.GTGRLAT) GO TO 60 5NGL2360 
["s K - 5 - IXIXFdZ) + 5.IFIXF(EXPF(ALOGFIZ/TWO)/THR)I SNGL2370 
tab IFIZ*K.LT.S*N) GO TO S7NGL2380 
187 FTACZ OY SNGL23VO 
IU8 _ IFIFAC.GT.FIFTY) GO TO 60 'SNGL2400 
If9 FAC - EXPE(FAC) SNGLZ.'II 
!Q.3 CI *-HALF.FAC + HALF/FAC SNGL2420 
1q; DR - HSACF.AC + HALF/FAC SNGL2430 
192 FAC - TWO*yR SNGL2qO__ 
193 	 . CR -INFIFAC SNGL2450 
9 AC _ ONE/(DR- C.OSF(FAC)) SNGL2460 
Ivb tfR * FAC/CR SNGL2q70 
96 DYI * FAC.CI SNGL2480 
197 60 CONTINUE SNGL2490 
i COIST ZER SNGL2000 
199 00 6 I*I.NI SNGL2510 
200 C---- CONST - FLOATII) SNGL2520 
201 CONSTa• CONST 7 ONE SNGL 530 
202 FR a CONST#RYR SNGL2SqO 
203 FI . CONSTRYI SNGL 2S50 
204 DR - FR - OYR SNGL256O 
2US D! . FI - DYI SNGL2570 
2t)6 FAC - ONE/IDRe.2 + DI062) SNGL2560__ 
207 DYR --FR + FACtDR SNGL2S9O 
,0o DYI -- Fl - FACe!) SNGL2600 
?U9 6 CNTINUL SN0L26"o 
210 GO TO 9 SNGL2620 = 
2117 CONTINUE SNGL263O 
212 1 - MAXO(K.NI* S SNGL26qO 
3 . . CONST - FLOAT(J+I) NGL2650 
?14 FR = CONST*RYR SNGL2660 
2f5 F1 CUNST*RYI 5NGL2670 
216 C ---- FAC - ONEIFLOAT(2.J * 3) SNGL2680 
217 FAC S ONEd twO;CONST + ONE) SNGL2690­
21 DYR = FR - FACtYR _SNGL2700 
219 .Y. -- F!-* FACOYI SNGL2710
 
220 C 00 8 I1JNI.-I SNGL2720
 
221 C I I. * sNZL2730­
222 DO 8 Iu11J.J SNGL2740
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227 Fl 'CONST.RYI 
-NGL2780 
228 OR - DYR + PH SNGL279O0_ 





FAC = ONE/ (DR..2 + DII*2) 
DYR - PH - FACODR 









.....237 . .C 
TO 9 
9 CONTINUE 
CONST . FLO TF(NNGL2 




__DO II J ISN S NGL2910 
2i 7IGN -TIGW SNGL292O 
2 2 .. S - AR 5_NGL2930 -
AS AR SNGL29O 
- - 1--310|-- -
- NGL2960 








= CONST - ONE 
C..N .. 











2F! a CONST.RYI SNGL33020 
2',z OR *DYR+ FR SNGL330 
2301 
-5. .. . . .. 
* DY! + Fl
*_ NE/ DR aO!. .a) SNGL3nSOSNGL3O6O50 










ENR*DYR . ENIDY I 




















SN G L 3 2 0 __ 
SNGL3130 









C±TR* F RCR.DR c101 
a FACGICI-OR 
- CRaDI) 

















CI - Y! - ENI-DXR2 D OR 
R a DYR -_(fNOGRI) 
- ENIlGj(I|l
DI * Y - (ENRIII +-ENIGSR(I))
FAC = DNE/(ORe*2 + Dlaa21 
TR a FAC01CRC06"R + ClDi-
T-L­ -ACa(CIfDR T CR.Dl) 
bR * TRaPSI!) - TIOCHIII) 
811 THHLL..2 TIPSI(I) 
A(I.1) a AR 
AII.21 Al 











BN LJ3 ID 
89 

















lIGR TIGN*FAC*(AR - BR) 
SNGL334Q 
SNGL33BO 
284 SIGI - SIGI + TIGN*FAC.(AI - B) SNGL3360 
2SS 





GO TO JY!O.(l 
-­)
10 SCA SCA * FACO(ARo*2 AI102 
FAC a FLOAT(l.(l 2))/FLOAT(..) 
.--A I FrLOATIis(I+2))/FLOAT(1I-








At C(TWO.CONST - ONE)/(CONST - ONE) 
- FLDAT121I)/FLOAT(1i(I fi) SNGL3q2SNGL3q30 




.. . . 
- RPR + AlC('AROARS * Al*AIS 
.. . . .. .A2*IAR.BRfAI*B| BRBRS * BIS) * SNGL3MSOSNGL34&O 
-- -
















3..0 CONST ._- FLOATF(N * 21 SNGL3520 



















iu7 AIS " Ai SNGL3S90 
308 BRS BR SNGL3600 
309 815 a BISNGL3610 
110 
I 
C ---- CONST 
CONST 
aFLOATII + 1) 






















-FAC*G(l) 5NGL3A70 SNGL3680 



















- UR SNGL37O SNGL3750 


















= SIGR + TIGNOFAC*IAR 
S 5[._ + TIGN*FACO(AI 
S EXT + 'FACCAR + BR) 
- BR) 























*(TfO.CONST - ONE)/(CONST - ONE)
FLOAT(2.II)/FLOAT(I.(I+I)) 













- RPR . AI*CAR.ARS + AI*AIS 
A2eEAR*BR*AI*6I) 





3S 2 _ 
Ili 
£3817 CONTINUE 





















GO TO JUMP2.(21,22) 
ViaZICCA-
- ~TfVO.SCA.HX2.AREA 














- CEXT w 
- SNGLFiCCA1) 













END - ___________________ SNGL9O7O-SNGLb080 
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ZI .X2.Y .22)WSQRTI(X2.X I)I 2 Y2.YI)..2(ZZ.ZI)992)

ATRIGiXI ,yI Z *,X2.Y2;Z2.X3,Y3,ZJ)
a ...
 8 
 * SWRTt(_Xl*Y2.Y3) X2*cy3-YI)+Xoy..Y2))..








_ YZIZ? +Y2IZa"ZlI+y 
.(Z[.Z23 1 ).. 2 )/2.0
 
12 * UllIU12.UI3 + U13oU2I.U32 + U31UI2*U23





























23 C DETERMINATION 
OF VIEW POINT VECTOR--CbOMP6NENTS
 
2,4 
 C AND VIEW POINT AREAS FOR




26 C... NTMAX. MAX. NUMBER OF 
TARGETS ALLOWED IN THIS PROGRAM fc.EG NTARGT)
27 C...NHINGNUIIUEF" OF 
RINGS ON THE 'CONSTRAINT ANNULAR DISK
 
28 C 1, L, MAXtNRINGlNRING2))

29 C. NSDEAC TOTAL NUMNER 
 FV-ii POINT-AREAS-ON THE SIDE SURFACE OF

C
30 TARGET ILGE!(NNINN2) I




3 3 C. 







38 C NNIS14UHBER OF 
VIEW POINTS ALONG ARC LENGTH
39 C NNZ=IUBER OF 
VIEW POINTS ALONG AXIAL DIRECTION
40 
 C NRIN INUMBER OF 
VIEN POINT AREAS 
ALONG RADIAL DIRECTION ON THE
qI C 
 CONSTRAINT ANNULAR DISK 
PASSING THRU POINT PIIXIO.XZO.XSO)
42 C NRIL2uNUMBER OF 
VIEN POINT AREAS 
ALONG RADIAL DIRECTION ON THE
 








 RCP2SRAOI3US OF THE INNER CIRCLE-O-TH--CONTRAINT ANNULAR DISK




-THE' C6RDINATES OF THE CENTER OF THE
50 
 C X40,ASC,.X6n ARE THE COORDINATES OF 
TOP
 
THE CENTER OF THE BASE
51 C .X7;XD9n ARE THE 
COORDINATES OF AN ARBITRARY-POjNT NOT
2z C 
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57 C NNISNUHBER OF VIEW POINTS ALONG ARC LENGTH
8 C NN2UNLBEROF 
VIEW POINTS ALONG AXIALDIRECTION
 
59 C NRINGI-OPTIONAL, DOES NOT APPLY
61 C NRINh2LNUHRER OF VIEW POINT AREAS ALONG 
RAOIAL DIRECTION ON THE
 
61 C CONSTRAINT ANNULAR
62 C_____ DISK PASSING -THRU POINT PZIXQDhXSO*X603
62 C RADIaSKRADIUS OF. THE CONSTRAINT DISK PASSING THRU P2
43 - C R~Cf'IflPT'IONAL. 
DOES NO FAPLY
 
C RCP2RADIUS OF 
THE INNER CIRCLE ON THE CONTRAINT ANNULAR DISK
 
65-.-.----.-. . .. PASSING THROUGH-POINT P2cxqO xSO )X60 .
 C
66 C RADISUaRADIUS OF 
THE CONSTRAINT DISK THHU POINT PI(XIO.X30)

67 C XLDA20,X3n ARE TIlE COORDINATES OF THE CENTER OF THE 
TOP
68 C 
 XqO,ASOX6p ARE THF COORDINATES OF THE CENTER OF 
THE BASE 
__ 
_69 C X70,ABOX9n ARE THE COORDINATES OF THE ARBITRARY POINT NOT70 C 

71 C. 
_ ON THE AXIS OF THE FRUSTUM
 




















OF VIEW PO3NTS ALONq. AXLAL.DIRE-_IONC NHINJIZOPTIONAL, DOES 
NOT APPLY
78 C NRINIZtNUHHER OF 
VIEW POINT ARgAS ALONG RAD;AVDIRECTION ON THE
 
CONSTRAINT ANNULAR
79 C DISK PASSING THRU POINT P(2XqDXSOX60)
00 C RAOISKxRAIUS OF THE CONSTRAINT DISK PASSING THRU P2
RCPISOPTIONAL, DOES NOT APPLY
 
82 C NCP?=RADIUS OF THE 
INNER CIRCLE ON THE CONTRAINT ANNUIAR DISK_
83 C PASSING THROUGH POINT P2IX4O,X50,X6O).
 
S C X 33.A~ 3, ARE THE COORDINATES OF THE VERTEX '
 S C XHo.XScXen ARE"THE COORDINATES OF THE"CENTER 
OF THE BASE
86 C X7.X80.XVo ARE. THE 
COOROINATES OF THE ARBITRARY POINT NOT
B7 C 














92 ..... C NI-BER I--__ OF .. VIEW POINTS ALONG ARC LENGTH
93 C NN2SNUHBER OF VIEW POINTS ALONG PI-P 2 
AXIAL DIRECTION
9.. C 
















ARE.THE COORDINATES OF 
THE POLE
99 C 











C NNI.NUBER OF 
VIEW POINTS ALONG Pj-P
 LINE





.NRIN,2.PTID0NA(, DOES NOT APPLY­1C RADSI4UMLRICAL VALUE OPTIONAL.DOES NOT
108 C APPLYRCPI ,NCP2.OPTIONAL DOES NOT APPLY109 C 
 THE FOLLOWING 
ARE PIP2,P3 RESPECTIVELY
lid - C.... XIOX2fX30 ARE -THF COORDINATES OF A CORNER OF THE PLANE 
III C X QXSG1,6n ARE THE COORDINATES 
OF THE NEXT CORNE-R.
 
93 
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PLANE. LOOKING IN THE DIRECTION
 
itS C OF THE NEGATIVE NORMAL
 
aIN C X7O.XBBK90 ARE THE COORDINATES OF THE THIRD CORNER.
 
IIS C CLOCKWISE'ABOUT- THE PCANE, LOOKING IN THE DIRECTIbN
 




Ile C ANNULAR DISK
 





121 C . . NNItJUMBER'hF VIEWPOINTS 'N ARC DIRECTION
 
122 C NN2-.UBER OF VIEW POINTS IN 
RADIAL DIRECTION
 
123 C N~l~'NFfZi- T~ ----- NOT _APPLY
 
124 C RADISK.OUTER RADIUS OF THE DISK
 
125 C. .. PI-|NNER RADIUS OF THE. ANNULAR DISK
 
126 C RCP2=OPTIONAL, UOES NOT APPLY
 127 
 C XjO.A2C.X30-ARE-THE COORDINATES OF Fj, CENTER OF THE DISK 
VIEW POINTS ARE CouNTEDg28 C X4O,ASaX6n IS A POINT ON THE DISK. P2. 

129 C ----- PROH'I-P2 NE" I-R-TG-H-TNDORUEENSE WITH ITS NORMAL 









RLAP (5,26!) 4 ISKRCPIRCPZRAOISU
 
136 IF IIPTIUN.LE.| 





138 RITE (6,201 NOATA ........... .
 
139 WRITE t6.261) IP!ION.NNI .NN2,NRINGI,NRINGZ.RAOISK.RCPI.RCPZ.RADISU 
tIc WRITE (6.2521__Xt6.X2C.X3EI1!0XO6, XApAA7§o.ABqsA 
14I NTARGTiNUATA 
I IF (NNI.LE.I) NNI.I ___ 
1IS IF (NN2.LE.I) NN2CI 




147 P AKEA (N4ATA ,2)SNN IONRINGI
 














Ib7 N2 I. 0/F LOATINH I) 
- e2 +(X 6 0 158 902 L-SQRT((X AXIL).2+(XSOX 2 O)f X30) 2) 
--- 1s9 IF (IPTION.EQ.l OR. IPTION.EQ.6) GO TO BO 
160 IF (IPTION.EU.2) GO To 802 
/6l - F IIPTION.EU.31 GO TO 803 
162 
 GO TO 9.3
 163 80) RAI=hRAOISK 





 167 GO TO 9C3 
94 
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____________ 




16 803 RAD-(RAUJSKoo2)/L 
169 903 RBOND(NDATA)SRADISK 




I----74 ____A TA I NDA 7A , 4.1A. 
375 DATA NUAIA ,I.XI
 
[76~~~~~0ADA INU ATIA ,6) .X2i 3 __________ 177 
7 DATA(NDATA.71=X3n 
___ 
• D A TA CNU AT A 8 I=X qn _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 
_ 
-179 DATANDATA,91 4 xSn 
18l DATAINDATA, II=)7 































. - R3.X 93-x 3­
2ob BHAG-SQNT(8I..,sj..j8,3 ..a?)206 EMA33SQRT(EI.2+E2z2+E3a.2)2a7 RMAG.SQhT(Rl.2+R2.. zRaS.e2 )
 
.208 IF(IPTION-S) I" 1. ll 0
 
209 101 BETA=ACUS(BI/(IBl.2tB3*2Jo*# I.
 








23 	 13=-SIN(BETAI.cOSITHETA) 
23' 
-22TCOSITHETAE 
218 I231 S-j 114 THETA *COSA BT A_ 










y OF Tho RERODUC B' 95 ORIGINAL PAGE IS POOR 
LOCKHEED -HUNTSVILLE RESEARCH & ENGINEERING CENTER 
LMSG-HBEC TB D496763-II
 
22'4 WRITEI6.203) 121.122,123 
2ZS __WRITE(6,2031 T31.32.133 




22Y jFtIPTION-4) IaM.£Io,Iui 
230 1CM £F(IPTIUN-3):a3S.£6 8,:OS 
231 10S IF(IPTIUN-2) 106.107,106 



















2- _ 'T 
___ __O___ 








-60 TO 109 




_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 
- - - C5a2.Go(-RAO..2.I lI.113+!2!.123.I3i.1331 
2s0 C7--2.C*(-1.RADaez.I I!J121+K*l3I) 
___________________ 
?L,2C9a-2.00* I'RAD..2.13 3J*123+K*I33) 
2S4 *VRITI(6,205) 
60 T C 
-________________________ 




12£4-j*122(4il-Ii *132.-13 2) 




















VRiiTE16, G6 F __ - __"- ____________________________ 
1____09WR1TE16 ,607) CI.C2.C?.C'hCS.CAC7,CB.C9.CONST.RBOND(NOATA) 

















LOCKHEED -HUNTSVILLE RESEARCH & ENGINEERING CENTER 
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280 CEND-IOX1I4112XZ(2S 1I3*X36 
281 WRITE(6,2083 












2t19 NCNINb(,iNL)ATA 2)siJRING2 
290 DRANG2.n-PI ;NI___* 
2vI OPHICINUATA)DRANG 
292 "RRCPI.R3UN0(WDATA)-RCPI 
293 IF (IPTION.EU.21 RRCPI-RBONDU(NDATA)-RCPI 
29q RRCP2*RbOD INOATAL.RCP2 
295 IF (14RIhGI.LEo .OR. IPTIONGT.2) GO TO 922 
?96 DRia ;LLIRC AIRIIJ 
297 40 TO 925 
Z' .8--- .--2._ RJ .Q .__.............. .. . ... . ........ 
IF GO2v9 925 MSIN2.LE~a)TO 923
 30?---------------R .Rl4Ce/FLQAT(NRING2I ___­
3-11 GO TO 924
 
3LI? 923 0R2.O.0 ____________________________ 
_______ 
ot 924 00 931 JJUI.2 
30 . IF_(JJ-E.t__,AND&,IPTON.GT.2) GO TO 930 





3A9 GO TO 932 
3 931 Uft.0R2 
331 REAN=RCP2+R/2.n
 











322 . PI2UI2kRi*U2X+R2*UI2YtR3*UI2Z 
323 PIPAX-Pl2UI2*UI2x 






































337 TRflff(NOATOTs 2. 6Nf -ATiUi"FR _0 Sy
338 _______TREF(NDATA ,3,2).RRONO INOATA) *UA3Z 




-- TTATREF(NDATA .I. 2)IS----­
3143 TTY=THEt Th6ATA .2.2) +XSO
 
3144 TTZ=TNEF (NDATA.3.21+X6D 
141'S SSX.SI~tF(N)ATA.I.2),X4U 
346 SSY-SRE$ (NDATA,2.23.X~u 
___________________________
 




 WRITEI6,94I TTA.TTY,TTL.SSX,SSY,SS 

349 IF (IPTLON.GT.2)- GiO TO 921 
Ii I Fr IIPTI101.EQ.2) RSAVESRBOND(NDATA) 
Ist IF IIPTIUN.EQ.2) RBOND(NDATA)-RBONDU(NOATA) 
152z TREF(bJDATA.I,IICRMOFJO(NDATA).UA3X 


















361 GO to 112 
- - - - ­
3)62 1i0 Cc IHMA .IIi).zsA.2.(I2I..2,1az.. 2)
 
3614 C3WIRMAb.113)..2.BiiAG.02.(12 3 ..2 ,1 3 3..2)________________ 
36" C'2OIA.2I 11 *112413NA6..2.(lZI.1224131..I32) I 







Cg -- . 0 -s.(R M A G. a2 0 lj l I I *B NA t2 I J2*gI 2 K .13 21 f 
_ _ 
. 








379 GO6_" 1 11 
376 111 CIX2ZE3XO.B3.x5oR3 












3b7 O_0ATA(NbATA. 16)SXIA 
168 PLA I-AT~hG(XbO.X2e.~XSOX,XSO 
.X6o.X7Ol,X80.X9o) 
3b9 PLAZ-A IRI G(IAI n.x28,.X30oTi7xx-a6 .AA XZAX3A) 
31 _______ PLANLA (1UAIA).PLAI+PLAZ 
11IL16i6 2 C IC27,C3.CONST,-PLA-R-E-A-INDATfA) 
-________ 
98 
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1941 113 IFV(N27- !QitW DO 
395 114 IFIIPTZON-52 115,152,100 
3Y6 1314 IF(IPTION-I). I6,339.I5Z 
197 116 NUNBERuI.O 




401,-*-- - EZ8MXBAG-(EXRI..2.rX820.2.EX83..230.. 
4U2 tiXLXbI =b3.23.Ej-r[.E312_-8 *(BI*E2-BZ.EI I 
'*03 aXLXx2SiliauIO2-82*EI3-B3.IB2.E3853,E2) 
40'* ___ HXLXa33b2. 382.E$333.L23-BI*(B$*EI-BIo.3 -___ 
1105 EXIJ4SLAdI/EXBMAG 
4(,7 EXB6SLX$S3/EXBi1AG 
408 FP.h I .. P I . Ifl . . . . .. 
_________ 
"09 LOVLIM-C.0 
qf3 ~ lIGMAG-L)I I18. IfOnl.I1 o6
 








g20 AREA-N4.0.FGMAiARA9I&V US.FPHI 
423 GO TO [3!3 
422 I20 B16N3C,..+RGlS±B3.f.Z*. 
423 IF I IPTION 27) 122.1121.122
 









428 _ GO TO 123 
430 RA(JUHAD**2-'4.0*ABS(RAO)I*LOWLIH-BMA G) 
'433 -A---- RU a- '4.fl. SAGABSRADi*(UPLIN 

432 FPRAD - FPHI/I6.n.RAD)
 
433 AREA aFPRAD*(RAG*bI.S - RUG*s1.S)
 
4*34 _ _ - -LOVLIN - UPLIM -______________ 
q A.. 123 Ma 1.6 
'136 12q PHI.-12.00M 1.fl*NIOPI ______ 
'437 IF~lII -TWOP~i'2 124.38.138 
438 125 N - A$StI ./TANIPHI) ) ________________ 
qjV SXLXBM - I 18XEXR3..2 + SXEXB2Z02 *BXEXB3*02)**.S I/N 
'443 BXEXBS - SXEXS2 / BXEXBM 
'4421 _Xb__EXb nX3 f1TIXEXBM ________________ 
'*3 HO*RADIUS / 4N..2 + 1.0 )00.5 








RFIPRODUOChBh1T OF' TIM 
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452 RVZBEBSRADIUS. 81EX86/N 
'iS3 RVXLBsHAUlU~sLX8I 
N~__ _V YL 11 HAD £5*E__ 
q~ NV LE 84AD [US*E XBA 
5 IFIPHI]126,126.1277___________ 
-451 226' lIIE(6,2LS) PHI' 
'458 6O TO O_ _ _ _ _ 
4 9v 127 IF (PHI - HALFPII 128,129,130 
'4&o 128 RVX RVXP------­
'46£ RVY -RVYP 














































NV - XVLH 
CO TOU 137 -
VXa.VXBEB 








GO TO 137 _______________________________________ 
IF (PHI -P. 2 134.135.l3h 
RVX -* X VXP _ _ _ _ __ _ _ 
RVY * KVYP 
RVU S .VLP _____________________________________ 
_ _ _ 
_ _ _ 
_ _ _ _ 
_ _ _ 
_ _ _ _ 


























GI + RVX 














VECTOH(NDATAdJF IX .2)cVP2 
VECTOHI NDATA.NF IX 3) oVP3 __________________________ 
vAREAYNDAA.NrlX ).AREA 
- lUBLRl4UHBER+I. -
500 GO TO 124 
~,Ol138 R a R + 1.0 
"o2 IFtGIIAG - L)117,lf.lIU________­
100
 
LOCKHEED - HUNTSVILLE RESEARCH & ENGINEERING CENTER 
LMSG-HREC TE D496763-II
 
6041- FTHETA - TWOPI *N2 
sus PHIG - . 
506 F - I~fA _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 
40O7 190 Z - 1.0 
5a8 PHII * 12.00F * .i3 *PI-NI 
509 IF (PHII - TWOPI I l'4lslfO,IO0 
sic 141 THETAI-TOPl *(2..Z-I.O)*N2 
sit PHl2- Pl *F* NI 
s,12 OARFS4MAG..2. (COsPH1)3.2+RAG**2* SINPHII)*2 
.;14 LOVLIM=NMAG-RMAGHAGCOSIPH!03/SQRTCOAHIJ 
111b UPLIM-dtIARAG*RHAG.COSLPHI 23/SORT (DARF) 
SI A Att(iIMAt,*I{MAGI .. 2 _ 
_____________ 
S1f9 161 IF IAlIS(USMAG-RAG).L.I.2.E10O) GO T0143 
520 - H TISC~khA6.*FTIETAJ __________________________­
,.22 HVTAIC-KHAbeOFTHETAa (4.uS-A.C-8ta2/8.03IAG@*2*C) 





,,27 IF IUt1A(-IpAG) Iq2,Iq3,244 
0~LZ.- _C A'C ----­
q29 N4UNAFIGRiFL*UPLIM.SQRT(CC)4E/(2.OOSQRTICC) ) 
530 D E N A RRNT I +LO, LL .SQ R(CC 1+ /(2 DoSg RTiCCit...____-_______ 
431 -­ "--SAREAU(I.O/SQ~RICC)).ALOG(NUHARG/OENARGI 
- 532 GO TO 24 ___________________ 
5313 3143 AflEA - HI-AG * FYHETA * '(UPLIM -LOWLIMO 
S.14 ___ GO TO3116 - -____ 
L35 2_4 iAFAR&D-2.0.0CUPLI+.iSQT 8..2 -'4..AOC 
1.36 ASIARG--(2.Q.-C*LOW.LtM+Bl/ SQRTI 8102- q_.*A *C __________ 
438 rAHEAa( I.O/SIRTCCI)IASN(ASFARGI.ASIN(ASIARGU) 
539 2145 ARt.A - FARLA + RFTABC05AREA 
__a 2146 DARO - RAGb2COSPHII/2.) '0"2t8MAG*62 * SII-(pHII/2.)002 ____ 
542 AID*ItII/2f)R/MG-________ __ 
q q A2UDO*SINI(PIIII/.t0I.!R2/HIIAG 
4,44 OANGSD*2*tSIN(PHI 1/2.01 I..2.COS(THETAI/2.0) 
1,46 
____ EPS-I.OL-lO---­
s97 I F (ABS IAII).LT.EPS.ANDO.ABS(A2f.LT.EPS)GO TO 303 








U-l tDANG/OET _____________ 
553V(A8IAI8I/T 
"54 P-T-*2-V..2+..0___________ 
557 IF4THETI - Tte0PI 1147,247,1.18 
45S8 _' __ 14_Iq7'QD - 12.3 
£59 (10 TO 1459 
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560 148 QD a-1.0 
561 149 G3 *-Q + QD a IQSo2 - Q.0*P*R6.5 /12.0 4 P) 
562 G2-UV*b3 
563 GI5+T*G3 






569 60TO 3 S
 








'374 305 HH2I(D*SJN(PHII/,.0fl.*Z2G3**2 
57', IFITHETAI-TWOPI 1 306,306,307 
S16 306 (D-1.3
"77 60 TO 3 9
 
,78 30) Q9 -I,
 






.1.3 62-CULFI+DSCRT(ABS(COEFI 02-COEF2II 
584 GI-(HH-FF2*G2)/rFI 
______________ 
5"'5 -0 TO 320 
b66 311 G2SHHI/FF2 



















6CI 150 IRITEi6A2kq)NUBER. VPIVPZVP3,AREA
 







6U7 NUMBER - NUMBER + 3.0
 
608 GO TO £l1I 
409 £51--PHZOa'P8|2 
611 GO TO l40 
612 52 NUMBER 1.0 
613 HDOTE blSEI+B2,E2+B3-E3
 































































637 156 V + I.,
 
I 5 ,sI5q,15I 




 , I 
_ 
_439 103 CONTIIUL _ 




__._61 IF (IPTIUN.LEo) .... 
_ 
0 To 699






































__ 0!! CNDATA.7)SCI 
_________669 COFINUAIA.8)aC2. 
660 








 IF IIPION.GT.3a 
 GO TO Soo
6640.0 




 IF (KK.LW.I *AND. IPTiON.GT.23 
 GO TO 360
?66 .. ... . . R.ITE 6 3 K........_ _
667 IF (KK.LI.21 GO TO 351668 NR=NRINf, I....
 
669 




r,.7 32 37.00 JJ-I.NRG 
103 








67S -OC CTINUf 	
-__ 
676 GO TO 20
 
_T 201 FORMAT (IHI2IX.26HINPUT DATA FOR TARGET NO. .13 /1
 
178 202 FORMAT (/25H TRANSFORMATION MATRIX I
 
680 2C4 FORMATI/3SH COEFFICIENTS FOR A CYLINDER I
 
601 2C5 FONHATI/30H COEFFICIENTS FOR A CONE . ......
 
&6Z 206 FORMATI/3SH COEFFICIENTS FOR A PARABOLOID I
 
207 FORIAT( 61 CI . , £2.6 6H/ 6H C3 a * E12.6 / 
I ANHC1i 611 CS £2.6 /6H1-2.o 6 E1 C6 a*E12.6 /6H4 C7 
­6H 2 . L12.6/ 6H CR E2.6 / 6H C9 * £12.6E / 9H CONST ­
646 3 E12.6./) t

sti? 607 FOIIAT(I l EIa / 6H 	C2 .f;i6 6)-C *E2.12.6 	 _ 
.k I 6H C9s E12./A6pcs ,_£12. 6H C6 E12.6 / 6H C7.
 
6a9 2 * E2.6 / 6H CR a * Ei2.6 / tR C9 . £12.6 / 9H CONST a
i 
6 . . 3 E12.6 / 30H RFONDONDATA). RBONDU(NDATA) 
- 2EI2.6 / I
 
691 2C8 FOMAT(/qGH" COEFFICIENTS'FOVA ONSTRINT'PLANES I
49Z 	 Z'9 FORMAT( 7H CII ., E2.6 / 7H CIZ a . E12.6 / 7H C13 a
 
2
693 I |i2.W/ 9H CEN a -*- E .6/8H"CBASE ; E12.6 I
 
69q 210 FORHAII/35H COEFFICIENTS FOR AN ELLIPSOID I

ob 211I FORMIAT (/3OHOF]CIt'NTS--FOR-A-PLANt 
696 212 FORMAT( 6H Cl E12.6 	/ 6H C2 a-- E2.6 / 6H C3 - , E2.6
 
697 -91 I-/' 'C NST"- ---E ,12. .. . . .
 
698 .. 612._ FOtRAT( 6H ca E12.6/ 6H C2a ,E1 2 . /H C3 - . EI2.6
 






702 215 FORMIAT( / 711 PHI a _ . £1IS5%
 
703 251-FORMAT (SpIfvX7F. . .. ­
7O 2 5 2 F O R M A T ( I G F R .4 ) ....
 
705 333' FORM4AT t'/"I.3icioNroR IW PON VETORS
 
706 9M1 FORMATIIX,36HRLFERLNCE POINTS ON CONSTRAINT DISK .3X,

767 4 2H1 JY ).5X.Hhri. Ty
 
708 361 FORMAT/,23H'ON CONSTRAINT DISK NO.,II./.I2X.7H RIEAN ISX9HAREA)
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3 C THIS PROGRAM TRANSFORMS INPUT IN X-COORD SYSTEM TO X-PRIME SYSTEM.
 
4 C --- IN AND IOUT REFER 7a COORD SYSTEM. 0j ENTRAR SYSTEM,
 __ .
5 C --- I, LEFT PLUME COORDINATES. 2. RIGHT PLUME COORDINATES.
 
6 C --- SIGMA BEASURES BETVEEN XI-AXIS AND XIP-AXIS.
 
7 C --- PSI iLASURES FROM *2-AXIS,-ROTATES ABOUT XI-AXIS
 
















IS 50 VS(I)=VIll ................ . "
 
19 IF 6IN.E.IOUr) GO TO 500
 
20 IF INtje. GO TO 100
 
f IF IOUT.EQ.oi GO TO 200 
22 
 60 10 3CC 
___

23 C --- TRASFbRH FROM 0 TO EITHER I OR 2
 



















3'4 AP(23.a(2)-PPPI2) IOCOSP+.(X(.3)PPP(-31)OSINP 
_______________
 
3S XPI3I I T:7)-PPP( I o51Ns5 IX(2)-PPp2) )eCOSSOSINP
 
36 1.. +X(3)-'PP(3 .COSS.COSP
 
37 VPI)=V;III-COSS VIzi)SINSSINP:V 3.SINSOCOSP
 
38 .... VP(21Vt21*COSP Vt3).SINP
 




41 GO 10 3.
 

















0.1 CO0bS?-cO0(bI 1- L 
. . . ._______ 
M___I .. 
51 220 XP(I)= X(I)*COSS .X3G3.SINS *PPP(I)
 




54 VPCI)= V(I)*COSS *V13).SINS
 









sa GO TO 3C0 
59 C --- TRANSFOHM FROM I-TO-2"AND-VICE VERSA 
60 300 IF (IN.o.0.*OR. IOUT.EQ.OI GO TO 500 
IiF (IPASS.EQ.nI GO TO 200 
62 IF (IPASS.EQ.2) GO TO 500 
63 DO 2d u, 
64 X4I).XP(II 
66 
67 GO TO 100530 CONTINULi 
68 DO 52n 1.1.3 
69 XII).XsIl) 
70 520 V(i)-VS4l) 
71 IF-TV HIT E .I GO TO 600 
71 HETURwN 
I3 600 W_RT (6,601) (XII) 1Il1 .3) 1(XPI I II 1 3 (V I) .I .3) 
74 . (VPII ),11.3) IN,IOUT 










LE .ALOIN2O2 TPFS.VFEMIT 
SUBROUTINE VFEMIT (IOX.AEAREAI 
2 10l-2. TO_ READ INPUT O,..h-.. THE JEMITTI.NG SURFACE 
3 C lO1l, TO GIVE LOCATION X AND DIRECTION A OF THE EMITTING RAY
 
DIMENSION X3 )A13) I._ IP2Y.,f2L3_!_,.P3t
jaDC(13) S (3)
 S DATA PI.TWOPI.HALFPI/3.IqI59. 6.28318, I5779/r
 
6RANGE 
 IX I X2,X3.YI ,Y2,Y).QR(_X-YI)1902+-(1-Y2)002.1X3-3=ya.
 23
7 MTXIXIIXIZ,XI3,X21*X2ZX23.X31.X32,X33) * XI IX22.X33+X2I|Xl3.X32 





12 C ICC. lJPUr PARIT
 
±3 C ZEMIT IVENTIFILS THE EMITTING SURFACE."SAME ASi'PTiON iN TARGET
 
14 _ _C_-*.. MTa HALF CYLINDER. 2, HALF FRUSTUML3!.t IiEIISpHEtRE 

15 C ;"' ANNULAR DISK.
. 6  .0 5, PARALLELOGRAM, 6.L D-,B 
........ 7t FULL CYLINDER, B, FULL FRUSTUM, 9, SPHERE. 
__
 
17 ICC EAD (5.191) IL IT ­
18 . GO TO (ii0 120,k3 ,1',lISO,160,lIQ, 12,130)IEMIT

19 C P1 ON TOP, P2 ON BOTTOM, C IS FROM Pz To PI
 












26 C2-IPI ( -P212L)/H
2? C31lP1 (3)-P2(3i 3/H 
28 EAHE.HEA t? 1p
[H




- o lot 
3± C 6E IS PENPENDICULAR To PI-P2 AXIS, EXTENDING FROM P2'TO P3, R2-P3-P2c 
32 120 READ (6.192) kI tiPI!!) *II,3).P2I)1.3*P().=13 
33 H"HAN5E(PI( 1 *.PI(2 * I(3)-.PZ(l),p2(2I.P2(3)I 
39 P2-RAN.6LIP3 I) *P(h3aP2,23) 










41 CV X iCOS(VTX)
 
42 . . . SVTXsSINIVTXI. . .
 . . 
­.... ............
 
43 GO TO 'S
 
Lt 130 CONTINUL 
4~~~N 1 64ARE'- 1927W1Fcpi-i IfI* c T FjI- ifljD IS15. ;inI.), F_____________­
46 EAREAOTHOPI.RI.RI
 
'4? IF IIET.EQ.9 EAREAi2.9EAREA 
98 GO TO R1
 
49 C JORAL IN SENSE. PIP2.
 
50_ _ ISO READ ( 5 1 1.3 _.2)__ I,13 
5F HI2HAhGL(PI(I).PI(28.PI (31.P2( lp) 2(2),P2(3))
 
52Z H 23a!R-AN14 u 




(P 2,(1!E&A 21fA 3Lu..raa2 1 v Paflt______t____1 
55 C122=P21 2 l/H12
 
REPRODUCOBmLTy OF THE 
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66 60 TO lbl,
 
67 C 2f 1O-THE OUTER-RIM,--TH-EEOR aAaSt-CP"t'-). RI-INNER RADIUS.
 





71 G0 TO I~I
 
72 181 WRITE (6,195) IEMIT. RI.R2.(DC(I3,1Ul,3).(PI(I£)I.I.3),/3 * Ip2(I3,11l.3)m(P3(1).Inl,31 
74 GO TO bZO
 
76 £9 ONR"AAT (8I8SF___
 
76 392 FORMAT (IOF8.O)
 
77 19t FORMAT (//31 MTTN UFC EMiT =1,i3IfX. 714R1,R2
78 I 2F8.3 ,X.IIHNORMAL D.C. .3F8.4 /1 IOX. SHPI .3F8.qo
79 2 5X.SHP2 ,3F8.9.SXSHP3 a * 3F.. 1/8/) 
82 C 10-1. OUTPUT PART
 












88 ZI0G_ CO1NTI NUE 
89 HELVUHtJISH
 
90 60 TO 223
 




94 IF (RLeLT.RI) GO TO 219
15" HELV-H (R2-RL3/(R2-RI|I 
96 221 IF (ILMIT.EQ.j *OR. IEMIT.EQ.2) TH(O.S-RN2)*HALFPI
















I04 IF (ABS(DSCt).LT.,.E-s) 
1 05 1 I EN!T-.,CNi.C1,C..D(T.R1f _(6,302) IhC() *OC 13) . XMI.XM2 ,XM3
I06 SPI-MTX(O.,C2.C3.COSTHDC2)
.DC(I),SINTH.XM2.XM3)/DSCM107 1PHTXICIO..3.DC( I),COS-TH-bCi3.AM1.,SINTH ,XM3)/DSCM
106 SP3=MTX(cI C2.0..DC(I)*DC(2).COSTHXMI.XMZSINTH)3DSCM
 
Ila XII)=P2 2)+HELVsC2+ L.SP2 
108
 






112 IF (iEMIT.EQ.2 OR.E IEMIT.EQsp1 




116 60 To 29 






















126 GO To 293
 
Il? 230 CONTINU.124 40O' N-TUL 
.
--




- C TWOPIt I______________ 
131 06 292 Ia1.3 
132 
 X.(I PPI I)+RI.A(I) ... ... 
133 SI1)A(I)
I~q 292 COSAN GLUSANG OcLU JSI I
135 IF (IE 11.Lf.91_ f GO TO 290 
;3b --- . I.F fL 05ANGL, ... GO TO 29 
137 GO TO 290 
138 2C CON5TINUE ............. 
"
 
139 D NI4kiH122 
110 D2=RN2 H23




19 60 TO 264 







299 261 RR-R2oSkT(RNl 
. .
 . . . 
ISO IF IHR.uL.RlI GO 2062
 
151 CALL NANUNM (RN I)rZ 
-









156 X I=DC(2)*DC3.DC( )ODC 
ISO XM32D)C(I)10C2.OCC2I)DCI 
I9 DSC MaTADCi|5,OCcz) DC(3)OCI.DCZ.OC3.XMI.XM2.iM3)
lho ... 

. IF (AdS(USCM).LT.I 
.E-6)
161 *WRITE (6.302) IEMIT.OSCII,0CII) ,OCC2),DC(3),*DCI *0C2.0C3,XMI *XM2.XM3162 BIMTX (a.DCI ,OC( 3 ,COSTH.DC2,C3,SINTH ,XM2,X3)/sCM_____
163 i2 MTX(DCI I).O..)CI3i).CI.COSTH.DC3.XMISINTH.XM3) / OSCM
 
164 B3 0$TXUJL(h).OC7I.1.OCI,C,OSTH,XM,lXNZ.SINTHI / DSCI4
165 XTTt)=Pi (i* l166 . .. .. . 2) P (2 +82.RR 
I67 X(3) 1 t3) 132HR 
109 
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LMSC-HREC TR D496763-11
 
16S 264 DO 265 I1,3 
169 65 SII)-OC(I) 
170 290 CALL DIFVDC Is,HALFPI.A) __________0_ 
17l IF IIWRITE.EQ.03 O io 
172 NEMIT-NLMIT4I 
173 IF ENEMIT.GT.lC0) GO TO 300 
14WRITE 16.301) NEM!T.(X(I3.1-1.33.IA(i),1-1.3) ________ 
175 3G0 CONTINUL 
176 303 FORMAT (I3-H NEHIT X A 31I2,2(4X.3F8.4) i 
177 332 FORMAT 1/28H IEHiT. DSCM. C11 Ci2 SO ON -i Elq.s//IOX9El2.S /I 










2 ... C . THIS PROGRAM OUTPUT THE VIEW FACTORS AND-ITS.RECIPROCJTY 
3 INCLUOL GLOM.LIST 
4 Ia FORMAT IIHI,5flXI8HVIE* FACTOR OUTPUT ) 
S II FORMAT (SIX.IH. .------------------ // 1 
6 I? FORMAT C/?X1p IMHTOTAL- SAMPLE a 18,8X,BNSTARtT uIL7,1IX, IHMHITP a 
7 1 |7J SX.7HMISS -,17, 5X, 7HMHITG a,17 II 








// tIH TARGET NO. L9I3 J} 
11 - 21 FORMAT (JCH TARGET MAIN SURFACE, L 1 3 /) 
12 22 FORMAT ('q3H ON CONSTRAINT DISK PASSIN6 THRU.Pn. __L .. 13 /1 
3 23 FORHiAT (3M ON CONSTIRAINT 0iSK PASSING TIRU P2, L a,3 /) 
14 _O FORoAT_.(/IX,9IAREA,SX,6HNO. OFSX,4HAREA,SXt4HVIW,lX.7HALAREAn 
is I AXOHAREA.6X,I9HVIEW FACTOR BY / 3X,6HNUMBER.SX,'HHITSSX. 
16 2 6HNtJ2I-ER6X tHACTRISX6HUMBER.7X £HRE.CiP i&QOC_/ 
.7 31 FORMAT iqX.3.SX.F6.OSXI3.7X.'IPE9.',3XE;90.SXI13.VX.EID.9I 
le 32 FO RMAT (/SXIHTOTAL HIT . *F8.OBX.I3HVIEW FACTOR_ JPE I j.18 
£9 'IIHRECIPR - /1)VF.. EII.4 

20 33 FORMAT 4 /I 
Z - fRITE (6.,10) 
22 *RITE(6ittl­
2J NITE 16,12) NRAY.NSTART.MHITPHISSMHITG.EAREA 
20 N9 o1 K- I IN TA R(_­-ITRJ------- - --
25 lCLOCK=UATA(K,£)
 
26 D 1..... ... ...L Q LoI,3 .. 
27 IF (1bOUY(K).GT.3.ANO.L.NE.I) GO TO 180 
28 IF IIBOUYIK),GT.? ANOL.E e.2 GO TO- £80 , 
29 WRITE (0.20) K
 
30 .. 0 .i 1 1 h I. ...
,TO i£.l
3£ IlI WRITE 6,21) L 
32 GO TO 12G 
J3 I1 WHITE (6,22) L. 
34 GO TO 12 0 
AS 113 WRITE (6.23) L 
36 GO TO 120 
37 2120CONTINUL 




42 D0 17f J-1.NA 
13 GO TO (131,32.T3f)I L 
'44 131 HTAHEAOVAREA( .JI 
4!, GO TO 135 : 
46 132 NCHECKsIJ-II/NCL0CK+I 
q7 HTARELACRING(K.NCHECK.L-1) 
48 13S CONTINUL 
R9 "TOTAUTOTA+HTAREA 
5 I F (I IT A HEA L T .I .E-8 ) .. . . .. . . . . . G O T O 17 0 
SI KHITJKL)/FLOATINRAYI 
52 RVFXvF-LAREA/HTAREA 
53 .iRITE (6.3£) JHITIJ.KL).JVFHTAREA,JRVF 
6" . CLII)ECLI4E+I.C-
IF (CLIIL.LT.DATA(Ki) GO TO 170 
REpROmuomihny OFTH-AORIGINAL PAGE IS P0041 
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LOCKHEED -HUNTSVILLE RESEARCH & ENGINEERING CENTER 
LMSC-HREC TR D496763-II
 
56 WRITE (6.331 













69 WRITE (6.32) TOTHIT.TVF.TRVF
 














LOCKHEED -HUNTSVILLE RESEARCH & ENGINEERING CENTER 
LMSC-HREC TR D496763-II
 
LEE-AL- I N202*TPFsZCOORO 
I 5UBROUTINE ZCOQRO(RISRI ,IoHIJZl2 

-INCLUE D M4L IST
 










 ' BW - H TANETA
 
_ 2 - ,; 2 + ­
9 
 RH. HIS' W2 - 2."RI.W*CO5T 
I0 






. . .. . R TAjtsiP 





19 42 i T
 
20 -. J3.__.jR N ! JNDEX, I
 
21 GO TU ii
 
22 15S L - I 
23 
 DO 152 JZ a I.JRGN 
24 1b2 IF(-COSiTA (,T CGAHMAtJZ) G TO 153
 
26, 153 IF(JL-JNuDEXI 154.65.356
 
26 
 154 di JIJL'LX 
-4 .j! - -­00 l S d ____2 7 

28 I " 4 TNETA2-TANG(Jun EX-J I
29 Z?;P= SWRT(ABSIg2.xRoyfl
3o .... I5 (.4)[!a= - l-ZI.Puy_ 
_______
31 1(41+1)= HZIIRSN.i)I.O 

-
34 1 GO TO b6
 
33 C CHLCK
34 FOR DUUBLE INTERSIECT!0"N5 WITH CN- ARRAY
1__ I20 RIS(A 1-±.- COSI *0 2 1
35 
 IF SETA -. LT - D.- I GO TO Ill
36-. . DO 122j_ a_ JRGN
 
3I IF 
I COSETA . (aE . CGA-M A-,Z)-- GO'TO 123




X a SaRT CB TANG2IJZ) I
 
A a x M
TANETA / TANG2(JZ)





._GT ZA) GO TO £23
'43 GO TO 123 . . ...
 




 IF I 42 * £0 * JNDEX I GO TO 123

'.46 IF I -CUSETA . GE , CGAIMA(JZ1I GO TO 142
 
47 
 C8 - CA F ( TNETA2 - TANG2(JZ) )

48 S(TI C8 - TAN621J2) I
_ __ -_! £9 IA A ;* TANETA / TANGZ(JZI

So. C. A I _R .COST_) / TANETA * H
 
Si IF f AZ * 






 .....5B......... -IF I(JI *EQ. a I GO TO 2S
55 C BUNDLE PATH POSSIBLY TWO INTERSECTIONS WITH 'CONES.
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C13 
LOCKHEED - HUNTSVILLE RESEARCH & ENGINEERING CENTER 
LMSC-HREC TR D496763-II
 
B6 00 12'1 J a jJ3 
57 L - JNDLX - J 
68 Y a TNETA2 - TANG2IL)
9Z iP S54RT CAAS( ra2 R.Y) I 





62 GO TO 124
 
63 i _ (.Z ?I / -----­
4 q CONTINUL 
C5 IN"TLnSECTS ON6LY IEOjCN RA__'eBUNDLE ONE 

66 125 J2 - JI | 
a7 J3 * 42 * JR(N - JZ 
68 _L - JL 
69 Ibl 60 126 .JJ2.J3 
70 IF I CGA4AiL)- . LE . COSETA I GO TO *7 
71 Y.-TNETA2 TANG2(L)
 
72 ZIP * 5tkT(ABStQ2-RR*Yl)
 
73 IFICOSETA.LT..nO) GO TO 127
 
is GO TO 126 
76 127 1143 = (j ZIP)/Y
Ji 326 L = LtI
 
78 GO TO 66
 
79 6b Z(L) Ii(IRGNei1 + 1.0
 
a0 GO TO 66
 
ez ......  _ -l 0.J 
82 _ 66 J - I ________________________
















O ooa2 cO 
 aFOR,5 DISKDISK 
Z11bqJ3 00 WFOR.5 EMITT.EMITT 
G-.ini4 003 JFORS -SCAPESCAP 
Cz .;).3b C33 'F0R 5 .LSCAPEESrAPE 
.CO rJFUR.S FHTAPE,FRTAPE 
U("'07 .. .9 i _1IOR. NI'UT,INPUT
___ 
300 foFORtS INTRCP.INTRCP 
O93 OFUH AIN.MAIN 
ut1-00O 023 14F(JR, rAINSHAlNS 
C Il ... 0 . F0RIS OUTPUTOIjTPUT 
.u!) I 2 033 
 'FOR wUlCKP,WUJICKP

L.. :1;3 03.. oWORS SCATTR,SCATTR 
uI q,__ O3 WFORS SOUTNGSORTNGC: ,l5 o0 WFORS TARGETtTARGET
 (tdut 1 0 WFORS VFOUTPVFOUTP 
,7.1: 




LOCKHEED-HUNTSVILLE RESEARCH & ENGINEERING CENTER 
P IT.L PUNCARDS 
-LTOQ7 R1L 870- 03? 
n'DhOOO 03 
011.,)2 " OC) . 
Cs 36*,3 C 
C 1i, 5J 
'.3lob 33 
s ­ :'q3:09c-( o 
PChbS DIMENS 
PCHS ATTLN 
QPCH .S CHOSE 
4JPCHS UIFVDC 
,PCt=I.5 .I TT 
-----­
C,(3,3 'PCH,5 LSCAP 
L 3 .IP'LHS LSLAPE 
C ---­'j9 O 1 .PCPI S F. TAPE
,C .W I2 .. 05.. (.- TFt"'JPC"~Irjurr 
",,)n O) QPCI1,5 IITRCP 
, ,j 2 003 oPC SI, PTI.. 
;i. 1 CC I dP'C S -I A I --
Q31 '4 ) "PCtII.5 HAI NS 





x02 Ho G 
z YCb00 "IPCii, PVlHId- T 
m"-
c O" .-''1J,22 
7 





.. 0.. 'O. C .5v, u1..)19"," il,Ti W I 
... . FO08 0A C1'1 !, P 
SrUSL RYH OE8 
"''023 O0-13 UCf ST A N U E T_ 
Lb( ,: A~2 22tPt4 --- B~ 
CIbkA S 



























... FOR SYHl3... 
FOR SYfB 
_ 








2i~ b~ aB 




































FOR 5YM13 2£ NOV 
F OR SYRIA.. . 2 1 NOVFOR SYMB 2£ MOV 
RELOCATALE "23-DEC 
RELOCATAULE 23 DEC 
FRL -A A L '*3"ES75 
RELOCTA LE 23 DEC 
FOR SYMB 67 JAUG 
76 02:20228 
75 " 02 20 33 
-75 02*201 39 
76 .. 2 cf16,4,7 
75 22:t8.45's 
-­ 20 4 " 

















































-( F ;C AP " -" 
___ 
. 
LLOCATABLE 07?JAN 76 23:01:36 17 
EIOPTFOR SYN8 16 JAN 76 00:13:59 1s 
RELOCATASLE 16 JAN 76 00:14 00 9 
hLT SYMB 19 JAN 76 12:13:34 20 
F OR SYMU 19 JAN 76- 12:13,37 21 
FO' 51M8 19 JAN 76 12I13:53 22 
ELT SYMU 26 JAN 76 _l0:BUC .....23 
ELT sY.'b 26 JAN 76 10:su:Io 24 
FOR 'Y -b26 JAN 76 . 13 :b14 .S .25 
RELnCATABLE 26 JAN 76 10:53 38 26 
FOR SYM 27 JAN 76 15;3C;01 27 
FOR PJOC --­ 29 JAN 76 -­ CO:3 1:52 28 
NLLnCAAFILE 29 JAI, 76 0 :34:57 29 
RELOCATAbLE 29 JAN 76 0:35:01 30 
RELOCATABLE 29 JAN 76 08:35:oq ..... 31 

































































E LOCATABL4 . 





_ 0:35 10 















CC4 P------ - - -
zc 01)U 








i L,,I ..T 
____ATARLE 29 JAN 76 0: 35 33
R L OC A TAH L E _.Z9 J AN 7 6 .-- :3 5 ; 41.1 
RELOCATABLE 29 JAN 76 0,3:3 6 09 
R 1Y = . ...H3 F EB13 6 .. :3 9 4 S 
RLLOCATABLE 03 FEB 76 23!39 47 
FOR BYMB..h FEB 76_ 063(059 
RLLOCATABLE B6 FEB 76 06:31:02 
FOR Syrld 12 FEB 76 01:58:22 
RLLOCATALE 12 FEB 76 UI:s8:3a 
F _ 12 FEB 76 01:58:35 
RELOCATABLE 12 FLB 76 01:58:39 




































25692 6 0 6 
26 29 


































































































































MAP SYBM 8 
ABSOLUTE 





























A','EMbtEA PHOCEOURE TABLE EMPTY 
CU. OL PNUCLOUI(E TABLE EMPTY 
.. 0 














D NAME LOCATION LINK 
